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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the launch of the first satellite Sputnik on October 4, 1957, a large num-
ber of satellites has been launched for scientific and commercial reasons. With
the increasing amount of liquid onboard these spacecraft, liquid management
and its influence on the overall spacecraft dynamics is becoming more and more
important. When thrusters are fired for course corrections, the onboard liquid
starts to accelerate, inducing a force and torque on the spacecraft, whence the
satellite starts to accelerate, and so forth.
This interaction between the overall motion of the spacecraft and the on-
board liquid may hamper critical manoeuvres in space, such as the docking
of liquid-cargo vehicles, the pointing of observational satellites or planetary-
reconnaissance manoeuvres. It could even result in a complete loss of the
spacecraft. A well documented example involves NASA’s Near Earth Aster-
oid Rendezvous (NEAR) spacecraft (figure 1.1) [22], [23]. Originally scheduled
to begin orbiting the asteroid 433 Eros in February 1999, the spacecrafts con-
trol system aborted the largest propellant burn in the rendezvous sequence
with Eros almost immediately after initiation. Onboard sensors had detected
accelerations that exceeded limits programmed into the onboard computer,

Figure 1.1: Artist impression of the Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous (NEAR)
spacecraft orbiting Eros.
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and NEAR went into safety mode for 27 hours. Further investigation revealed
that the spacecraft was tumbling due to propellant slosh, which eventually
caused a 13 month delay in the mission.

The encountered problems during the NEAR mission demonstrate the im-
portance of increasing the knowledge in controllability of spacecraft, and in
particular the interaction between liquid dynamics and the dynamics of the
spacecraft. An important aspect of fluid flow in space is the absence of gravi-
tational effects. In the absence of gravity, capillary effects at the free surface,
such as surface tension and wetting characteristics are dominating liquid mo-
tion. However, because experimental study on earth is limited to the short
duration of terrestrial free fall, scientific knowledge on contact-line behaviour
and damping is lacking.

For this reason, the Dutch National Aerospace Laboratory NLR set up a study
dating back over 25 years, examining the influence of liquid behaviour on the
dynamics of spacecraft, on an experimental and theoretical level.
The experimental part started out with some parabolic flights with one of the
NLR aircraft, and a number of experiments onboard Spacelab, which, due to
hardware problems, were unsuccessful. Having been dependent on others dur-
ing these experiments, NLR decided to build its own experimental spacecraft,
named SloshSat FLEVO (Facility for Liquid Experimentation and Verifica-
tion in Orbit), consisting of a cooperation with ESA, NASA and a number of
European subcontractors. With SloshSat being unhampered by gravitational
forces, prolonged liquid experimentation under micro-gravity conditions can
be achieved. However, originally to be launched by Space Shuttle in October
1998, after years of delayed flights due to various reasons, SloshSat still re-
mains on the ground, stored at the NLR premises in the Noord-Oost polder.

Figure 1.2: Artist impression of SloshSat FLEVO in space.

For the theoretical part of the NLR study, the development of a computer
model for predicting liquid behaviour in micro-gravity was initiated. How-
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ever, at the start of the project, computers were not that powerful, and the
computer model was restricted to simulation of relatively simplistic fluid-flow
problems. With the development of SloshSat, and the explosive growth of
computer power in the 90’s, the theoretical part was revived, resulting in the
ComFlo project at the RuG. Fully three-dimensional flow was attacked, and
by now, ComFlo development has progressed so far that, in principle, the
coupled dynamics of any liquid-filled spacecraft can be predicted (Gerrits [1],
2001).

Although under terrestrial, non-capillary conditions ComFlo has been ex-
tensively validated, the ComFlo simulation program is still awaiting major
validation by SloshSat FLEVO. Herewith, emphasis will be on the perfor-
mance of the (static) contact-line model used in ComFlo, and the associated
damping characteristics. The new launch opportunity for SloshSat during a
test flight of the new Ariane 5 ECA is therefore a very welcome event, as
combining the theoretical part of the NLR study with the experimental one,
ComFlo will become the first extensively extra-terrestrial validated computer
program capable of simulating any liquid behaviour under micro-gravity.

The experiments that will be carried out by SloshSat FLEVO during its ap-
proximately 2 weeks flight can be classified into the following types of ma-
noeuvres,

• Attitude changes at stable hydrostatic equilibrium

• Liquid transfer manoeuvres

• Flat-spin manoeuvres

and are proposed by ESA-ESTEC, NASA and RuG, respectively. All three
types of manoeuvres will provide powerful ComFlo validation tools, and will
potentially be very valuable for better understanding the interaction between
liquid and spacecraft dynamics.

In this thesis the preparation of the SloshSat experiments proposed by the
RuG is discussed. Herewith the objective is twofold, consisting of the mod-
ification of the existing version of ComFlo, and an outline of the specific
conditions under which the flat-spin experiments are to be carried out. The
adaptations to ComFlo should make the simulation program more compat-
ible with the actual experimental data, and will enable a validation of solely
liquid behaviour by prescribing the exact SloshSat motion in ComFlo simula-
tions. The criteria used for determining the outline of the flat-spin experiment
program will be reproducibility and robustness of the manoeuvres, such that
a qualitative comparison between experiment and simulation can be made.
Also, by pre-computing the ESA-ESTEC and NASA proposed experiments
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with ComFlo prior to their execution by SloshSat, anomalies in the experi-
ment results can be immediately identified.

This thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2 an overview of the mathe-
matical model is presented, describing the concerning liquid and spacecraft
dynamics. In chapter 3 the numerical model as implemented in ComFlo is
formulated. Furthermore, the performed modifications and their associated
implementation tests are discussed. Chapter 4 deals with the numerical verifi-
cation of the computational program, and in chapter 5 the flat-spin experiment
program as to be carried out by SloshSat FLEVO is defined. In this chapter,
also a number of ESA-ESTEC and NASA proposed experiments are simulated
using ComFlo. In addition, during the preparation of this thesis, the Slosh-

Figure 1.3: The new Ariane 5 ECA, seconds after its launch on February 12th
2005 from Europe’s Spaceport in French Guiana. Onboard is the SloshSat
FLEVO experimental satellite.

Sat experimental program was realized as SloshSat was put into orbit during
Ariane flight 164 on February 12th 2005. Therefore, as a spin-off, in chapter
5 a preliminary comparison is made with actual SloshSat experiment results.



Chapter 2

Mathematical Model

In this chapter, first the mathematical model for the liquid dynamics is dis-
cussed. Then the dynamics of the solid body are presented. Finally, the two
models will be combined to obtain the coupled solid-liquid dynamics. Hereto,
the liquid and solid-body velocities will be considered in a moving reference
frame, which will be fixed to the solid body.

2.1 Liquid Dynamics

In this section, first the governing equations for the liquid dynamics will be
presented, thereafter the boundary conditions will be stated.

2.1.1 Governing Equations

Throughout this thesis, the flow of a Newtonian, incompressible fluid with
density ρ and molecular viscosity µ is studied. The motion of such a fluid is
governed by an equation for conservation of mass

∇ · u = 0, (2.1)

and an equation for conservation of momentum [4]

∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇)u = −

1

ρ
(∇p− (∇ · µ∇)u) + F . (2.2)

Equation (2.1) is referred to as the continuity equation, while equation (2.2)
is better known as the Navier-Stokes equation (sometimes the term Navier-
Stokes equations is used to address the combination of both (2.1) and (2.2)).
In these equations u = (u, v,w)T is the velocity of the liquid and p denotes the
liquid pressure, both depending on three spatial variables and on time. The
vector F = (Fx, Fy , Fz)

T represents acceleration due to an external force, e.g.
gravity. Often the left-hand side of equation (2.2) is abbreviated by using the
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material derivative, i.e.

Du

Dt
=

∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇)u.

Conservation Form

The form in which the Navier-Stokes equations (2.1) and (2.2) are written, i.e.
in differential form, is in particular suitable for a discretisation using a finite-
difference method. In such a method the continuous derivatives are replaced
by finite-difference formulas. However in this thesis the discretisation of the
Navier-Stokes equations (section 3.2) will follow the (more physical) finite-
volume method. Therefore the Navier-Stokes equations will be written in
conservation form. For an arbitrary control volume V (with boundary ∂V ) in
the liquid, conservation of mass changes to

∮

∂V

u · n dS = 0, (2.3)

while conservation of momentum yields

∫

V

∂u

∂t
dV +

∮

∂V

uuT· n dS = −
1

ρ

∮

∂V

(pI3 − µ∇u) · n dS +

∫

V

F dV. (2.4)

In these equations n is the outward-pointing normal on the boundary of the
control volume, and I3 denotes the 3×3 identity matrix. Equations (2.3) and
(2.4) are in the form that will be used for the discretisation (section 3.2).
In the present study, in most cases, not the entire flow domain will be filled
with liquid. A free surface will separate the liquid from the surrounding air.
The location of this free surface will not be known in advance and needs to
be solved as part of the flow problem. If the free surface is described by
an equation S(x, y, z, t) = 0, then the temporal evolution of the free surface
satisfies

DS

Dt
≡

∂S

∂t
+ (u · ∇)S = 0,

stating that it propagates with the liquid velocity.
Note that the Navier-Stokes equations are only solved in the liquid. The
motion of the ambient air is neglected, which is justified by the large differences
in molecular viscosity and density between air and liquid.

2.1.2 Boundary Conditions

Boundary conditions are needed at the solid boundary and at the free sur-
face. Furthermore, surface tension can not be neglected in a micro-gravity
environment, thus a boundary condition is required at the contact line, i.e.
the intersection of the free surface with the solid boundary.
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Solid Boundary

At the solid boundary, in general, the no-slip boundary condition for a viscous
fluid is applied, i.e.

u = 0

is prescribed at the boundary of the flow domain, stating that the solid bound-
ary is impermeable and that the fluid sticks to the wall due to viscous effects.
However, in some situations a free-slip boundary condition

un = 0 and
∂ut

∂n
= 0

is prescribed, neglecting shear stress at the solid boundary. In the latter
equations un = u·n and ut = u·t denote the normal and tangential velocity at
the solid boundary respectively (t denotes the tangent at the solid boundary).

ut = 0

t

n

ut = 0

no slip free slip

Figure 2.1: Velocity profiles near the solid boundary for the no-slip and free-
slip boundary condition.

Free Surface

At the free surface, boundary conditions are needed both for the velocity and
the pressure. Balancing the forces at the free surface results in a tangential
free-surface condition

µ

(

∂un

∂t
+

∂ut

∂n

)

= 0, (2.5)

which states that the air exerts no tangential stress on the fluid, and a normal
condition

−p + 2µ
∂un

∂n
= −p0 + σκ. (2.6)

In these equations un and ut denote the normal and tangential velocity at the
free surface (n and t denote the normal and the tangent at the free surface
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respectively). Furthermore, p0 denotes the ambient pressure of the air, σ the
surface tension of the fluid and κ the mean curvature of the free surface. If
again the free surface is described by S(x, y, z, t) = 0, then κ is given by

κ = ∇ · n = ∇ ·

(

∇S

|∇S|

)

. (2.7)

For high values of the Reynolds number

Re =
ρLU

µ
=

LU

ν
,

where U is a characteristic value of the velocity, L is a characteristic length
scale and ν = µ/ρ denotes the kinematic viscosity, the second term on the
left-hand side of equation (2.6) can be ignored since it is small compared to
the other terms [3]. This simplification is made because of the small value of µ
used throughout this thesis. Furthermore, for high values of either the Bond
number Bo or the Weber number We, where

Bo =
ρgL2

σ
and We =

ρLU2

σ
,

also the second term on the right-hand side of (2.6) can be neglected. Here
Bo and We are dimensionless numbers, expressing the relative importance of
gravitational forces (Bo) and inertial forces (We) with respect to capillary
forces, such that for high values of Bo and We the surface tension can be
neglected since gravitational or inertial forces dominate. However, in this
thesis the emphasis is on low values of Bo and We, such that the right-hand
side of (2.6) does not simplify further.

Contact Angle

Because surface tension can not be neglected, the mean curvature of the free
surface has to be calculated in order to apply boundary condition (2.6). There-
fore spatial derivatives have to be computed (see equation (2.7)). In order to
do this, boundary conditions are needed at the contact line. For these bound-
ary conditions basically two methods are available. The first method assumes
a static contact line. In this method the position of the contact line is fixed.
As a consequence, the contact angle, which is defined as the angle between
the normal at the solid boundary and the normal at the free surface, may
change in time. This method is also referred to as a dynamic contact angle
(DCA) method. The second method prescribes a static contact angle, in which
the free surface intersects the solid boundary at a fixed angle. Hence, in this
model the position of the contact line varies in time. Presently the physics
of the contact line is not well understood yet and a lot of research is being
done on how to model the contact-line dynamics correctly. In this thesis the
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no slip

static contact angle
θ continuity of normal

and tangential stress

conservation of mass
and momentum

Figure 2.2: Schematic overview of the liquid model. Dark and light shading
represent solid body and liquid respectively.

boundary conditions are prescribed by a static contact angle θ. The value of
θ is dependent on the material properties of liquid, air and solid boundary.

Apart from the two methods mentioned above, also hybrid methods are pos-
sible. In these methods the velocity of the contact line is related to the (dy-
namic) contact angle, making use of the occurrence of so-called contact-angle
hysteresis, which causes the contact line to stop moving already when it is
close to its equilibrium position. Recent validation of such a method using
free-fall experiments shows promising results. For more details and references
see [8].

2.2 Solid-Body Dynamics

To describe the motion of the solid body, two reference frames are consid-
ered: an inertial reference frame O′x′y′z′ and a moving reference frame Oxyz
fixed with respect to the solid body (see figure 2.3, where r̄′

s and r̄s denote
the center of mass of the solid body with respect to O′x′y′z′ and Oxyz re-
spectively). The velocities of the solid body are expressed in Oxyz, resulting

O′x′y′z′ Oxyz

r̄s

r̄′
s

Figure 2.3: Center of mass of the solid body with respect to O′x′y′z′ and
Oxyz.
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in so-called additional fictitious forces in both the equations for linear and
angular momentum.

2.2.1 Governing Equations

Linear Momentum

In obtaining the equation for linear momentum, the solid body will be regarded
as a single particle with mass ms equal to the total mass of the solid body,
located at the center of mass r̄′

s of the solid body.
Since r̄s is constant in Oxyz (the particle is not moving with respect to Oxyz),
the velocity of the particle with respect to O′x′y′z′ is given by

dr̄′
s

dt
= q + ω × r̄s, (2.8)

where q is the linear velocity of the origin of Oxyz, and ω denotes the angular
velocity of the moving reference frame. Differentiating (2.8) yields

d2r̄′
s

dt2
=

dq

dt
+

dω

dt
× r̄s + ω ×

dr̄s

dt
. (2.9)

Note that the above derivatives are all with respect to the inertial reference
frame. Using dr̄s/dt = δr̄s/δt + ω× r̄s = ω× r̄s, where δ/δt denotes the
temporal derivative with respect to Oxyz, equation (2.9) simplifies to [5]

d2r̄′
s

dt2
=

dq

dt
+

dω

dt
× r̄s + ω × (ω × r̄s),

which, multiplied by ms, results in

msF = msq̇ + ω̇ ×msr̄s + ω × (ω ×msr̄s), (2.10)

where F = d2r̄′
s/dt2 is the acceleration of the particle in O′x′y′z′ due to

an external force, for example gravity, acting on the particle (note that this is
opposed to the conventional notion of F being the force itself), q̇ = δq/δt+ω×q
is the acceleration of the moving origin O with respect to the origin O′ of
the inertial reference frame, and ω̇ = δω/δt + ω×ω = δω/δt is the angular
acceleration of the moving reference frame. Furthermore, the second and third
term on the right-hand side of equation (2.10) represent the azimuthal and
centrifugal force respectively.
For a different, more elegant approach to obtain equation (2.10) (using linear
mappings) see [6].

Angular Momentum

In order to obtain the equation for angular momentum, the solid body is
regarded as a system of particles i with masses mi and radius vectors r′

i with
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respect to O′x′y′z′ and ri with respect to Oxyz. The total torque of the solid
body around O is given by the sum of the torques of the separate particles,
i.e.

r̄s ×msF =
∑

i

ri ×mi
d2r′

i

dt2
, (2.11)

where again F is the acceleration of the solid body due to an external force.
Using equation (2.10) for the acceleration d2r′

i/dt2 of a single particle, the
right-hand side of (2.11) reads

∑

i

{

ri ×miq̇ + ri × (ω̇ ×miri) + ri ×
(

ω × (ω ×miri)
)}

,

which can be simplified using the moments-of-inertia tensor Is and the relation
∑

miri = msr̄s, such that equation (2.11) results in [7, 5]

msr̄s × F = msr̄s × q̇ + Isω̇ + ω × Isω. (2.12)

Note that Is is taken to be relative to the moving reference frame.

2.2.2 Solid-Body Rotation

A solid-body motion that will prove itself of interest when examining the
SloshSat equilibria (chapter 5), is a solely rotational motion. If the moving
origin O coincides with the center of mass of the solid body, i.e. r̄s = (0, 0, 0)T ,
the initial condition q(0) = (0, 0, 0)T implies that the linear velocity q is
identically equal to zero, and the equation of angular momentum simplifies to

Is
dω

dt
= −ω × Isω.

Since the moving origin was chosen to coincide with the center of mass of
the tank, the moments-of-inertia tensor Is can be written as diag(Ixx, Iyy, Izz)
by choosing the directions of the axes of the moving reference frame Oxyz
appropriately, i.e. along the principal axes of the solid body. Using an initial
rotation rate of ω(0) = (ω0

x, ω0
y , ω

0
z)

T , the following equations remain (also
known as the Euler equations)

dωx

dt
=

Iyy−Izz

Ixx
ωyωz,

dωy

dt
=

Izz−Ixx

Iyy
ωxωz,

dωz

dt
=

Ixx−Iyy

Izz
ωxωy. (2.13)

From these equations it is clear that if two components of ω(0) are set to
zero, the tank will keep rotating with its initial angular velocity, yielding the
equilibria to correspond with the tanks principal axes (in order of increas-
ing magnitude of the corresponding diagonal elements of Is, these axes are
commonly referred to as the axes of minimum, intermediate and maximum
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moments-of-inertia respectively). Setting the moments-of-inertia tensor to
Is = diag(1,2,4), the stability properties of the equilibria are examined by
considering conservation of kinetic energy and angular momentum

2Ekin = Ixxω
2
x + Iyyω

2
y + Izzω

2
z = ω2

x + 2ω2
y + 4ω2

z = C1, (2.14)

L2 = I2
xxω

2
x + I2

yyω
2
y + I2

zzω
2
z = ω2

x + 4ω2
y + 16ω2

z = C2, (2.15)

where Ekin and L denote the kinetic energy and angular momentum of the solid
body respectively, and C1 and C2 are constants depending on ω(0). Because
equations (2.14) and (2.15) are constant along solutions of the Euler equations,
the intersections of (2.14) and (2.15) consist of solutions of the Euler equations.
Now for initial angular velocities near the equilibria, the kinetic energy and
angular momentum (and their intersections), are visualised in figure 2.4. In
the top left figure, the initial angular velocity is set to ω(0) = (1, 0.2, 0)T , i.e.
near the axis of minimum inertia. Because ω(t) is moving along one of the the
intersections of (2.14) and (2.15), which for this ω(0) are circular about the

ωy

ωz

ωx

ωz

ωy

ωx

ωz

ωy

ωx

ωz

ωy

ωx

Figure 2.4: 3-D plots of the kinetic energy and angular momentum of the solid
body. The intersections contain the solutions of equations (2.13). For ω(0)
near the minimum- (above, left) and maximum- (above, right) inertia axis the
solutions nutate around the equilibria, whereas for ω(0) near the intermediate
axis (below) the solution moves away from the equilibrium.
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ωx-axis, the solution of (2.13) nutates about the ωx-axis. For an initial angular
velocity near the maximum inertia axis, a similar situation occurs (top right
figure); the solution of (2.13) nutates about the ωz-axis. However, when an
initial angular velocity is chosen near the ωy-axis (ω(0) = (0.2, 1, 0)T (bottom
left) and ω(0) = (0, 1, 0.2)T (bottom right)), the solutions move away from
the ωy-axis and again start to nutate about the ωx- or ωz-axis. Hence, for a
solid body, the maximum and minimum axis of inertia are stable equilibria,
whereas the axis of intermediate inertia is an unstable equilibrium.

2.3 Coupled Solid-Liquid Dynamics

The process towards the coupling of the solid-body dynamics and the liquid
dynamics consists of two parts. First it is explained how the motion of the
liquid, influenced by the motion of the solid body in which the liquid is con-
tained, is modelled. Hereto also the velocity of the liquid is considered in the
moving reference frame Oxyz. By doing this, the influence of the solid-body
motion on the liquid dynamics can be modelled as a virtual body force in
the Navier-Stokes equations. Next, the governing equations for the solid-body
dynamics, influenced by the motion of the liquid, are discussed.

2.3.1 Influence of Solid-Body Motion on Liquid

In expressing the velocity of the liquid with respect to the moving reference
frame Oxyz, u and v (= δr′/δt) are introduced, representing the velocity of a
liquid particle in Oxyz and O′x′y′z′ respectively. Analogous to the equation
of linear momentum for the solid-body dynamics, the relation between u and
v reads

Dv

Dt
= q̇ + ω̇ × r + ω × (ω × r) +

Du

Dt
+ 2ω × u, (2.16)

where D/Dt denotes the material derivative, and again the relations du/dt =
δu/δt+ω×u and dv/dt = δv/δt+ω×v have been used. In contrast with the
equation of linear momentum for the solid-body dynamics, the liquid has a
velocity with respect to the moving reference frame, resulting in two additional
terms in (2.16) in comparison with (2.10). The fifth term on the right hand
side of (2.16) is referred to as the Coriolis acceleration.
Now the influence of the solid-body motion on the liquid dynamics is modelled
as a virtual body force in the Navier-Stokes equations, yielding

Du

Dt
= −

1

ρ
(∇p− (∇ · µ∇)u) + F + f , (2.17)

where

f = −q̇ − ω̇ × r − ω × (ω × r)− 2ω × u.
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So instead of actually moving the solid body in the numerical model, the
influence of the solid-body motion is represented by an additional acceleration
(due to a virtual body force) acting on the fluid.

2.3.2 Influence of Liquid on Solid-Body Motion

To obtain the model for the solid-body motion, in the governing equations
of the solid body dynamics (section 2.2) an additional force and torque is
introduced, representing the influence of the liquid motion on the solid body.
The equations for linear and angular momentum now read

msq̇ + ω̇ ×msr̄s + ω × (ω ×msr̄s) = F + msF , (2.18a)

msr̄s × q̇ + Isω̇ + ω × Isω = T + msr̄s × F , (2.18b)

in which F and T are respectively the force and torque that the fluid, via
pressure (normal stress) and viscous effects (tangential stress), exerts on the
boundary of the solid body, i.e.

F =

∮

∂V

(pI3 − µ∇u) · n dS,

T =

∮

∂V

(

r × (pI3 − µ∇u)
)

· n dS.

Here, I3 is the 3×3 identity matrix and n the outward-pointing normal on the
boundary ∂V of the total volume V of the solid body. Using the divergence
theorem, these integrals can be written as integrals over the total volume V :

F =

∫

V

∇p− (∇ · µ∇)u dV = −

∫

V

ρ

(

Du

Dt
− F − f

)

dV,

T =

∫

V

r × (∇p− (∇ · µ∇)u) dV = −

∫

V

ρ r ×

(

Du

Dt
− F − f

)

dV.

In the last step the Navier-Stokes equations (2.17) are used. Note that the
integration is over the complete volume V of the solid body, i.e. the liquid
volume and also the void. To make sure that the void does not contribute to
the integrals, the density in the void is set to zero.

Numerical Instability

In the system of the solid-body dynamics (2.18) the left-hand side of the
equations contains the mass of the solid body, while on the right-hand side
the mass of the liquid appears. Intuitively, one can see that solving the system
iteratively, evaluating the left-hand side and right-hand side at the new and old
time level respectively, can become unstable if the liquid mass is too large with
respect to the mass of the solid body. Therefore, in section 3.3.1 the system
for the solid-body dynamics is rewritten before discretisation is applied. For a
detailed analysis of the stability behaviour of the iteration process for solving
(2.18) see [1].
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2.3.3 Coupled Moments of Inertia and Steiners Rule

Analogous to section 2.2.2., the equilibria of the coupled solid-liquid system
can be obtained by considering the systems inertial properties, for the principal
axes of the systems moments-of-inertia tensor should coincide with the equilib-
ria. As discussed in section 2.2.2, the origin of the reference frame in which the
moments-of-inertia tensor is expressed must coincide with the coupled-system
center of mass (note that due to flowing liquid, both these coupled-system
center of mass and moments-of-inertia tensor will be dependent on time). Be-
cause in general this will not be the case, the moments-of-inertia tensors of
both the liquid and the solid body are expressed relative to their centers of
mass by using Steiners rule

Ib(r̄b) = Ib(O)−mbr̄
2
b ,

in which b can be taken as either the solid s or the liquid l, and Ib(r̄b) and
Ib(O) denote the moments-of-inertia tensors of b with respect to its center
of mass r̄b and the origin of the moving reference frame Oxyz, respectively.
Hereafter, they are combined (again using Steiners rule) to obtain the coupled
solid-liquid moments-of-inertia tensor relative to the coupled-system center of
mass (appendix A).

2.4 Prescribed Solid-Body Motion

As discussed in the previous section, the liquid and solid-body models are
combined in order to obtain an interacting model for the coupled solid-liquid
dynamics (“free-tumble mode”). A schematic overview is given in figure 2.5.

AccelerationForce, Torque

Solid-Body Dynamics

Liquid Dynamics

Figure 2.5: Schematic overview of the solid-liquid interaction in free-tumble
mode.

However, when precisely wanting to examine the liquid behaviour and compare
it with SloshSat data, it is useful to exclude possible differences in solid-body
motion of simulation and experiment (for a difference in solid body motion will
almost certainly imply a difference in liquid motion). Therefore an option to
switch off the interaction is created, controlled by the tumble-parameter (see
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appendix A). When using this option (tumble = 0), the solid-body motion is
read from a file and prescribed at every time step, neglecting the influence of
liquid on solid body (thus in this “prescribed mode”, equations (2.18) have
become redundant). Figure 2.6 illustrates this in a schematic overview.

AccelerationForce, Torque

Prescribe Solid-Body Dynamics

Liquid Dynamics

Figure 2.6: Schematic overview of the prescribed mode option. The influence
of the liquid motion on the solid body is neglected.

When the initial liquid configuration of the simulation coincides with that of
the experiment, also the outcomes of the simulations in prescribed and free-
tumble mode (or experiment) should coincide (in figure 2.6, this corresponds
with both arrows on the left-hand side inducing the same force and torque).
When however the initial liquid configurations do not coincide (the arrows
on the left-hand side in figure 2.6 will induce different forces and torques),
prescribing the motion of the solid body can be interpreted as a force and
torque induced by a combination of liquid motion and external influences (e.g.
thruster propulsion).



Chapter 3

Numerical Model

In this chapter the numerical model is presented. First the choice of the
grid and the model for recognising the flow domain is discussed. Then the
discretisation and solution method for the liquid dynamics is considered, after
which the numerical model for the coupled dynamics is discussed. Most of
the items discussed are presented in more detail in [1]. Finally some tests are
presented.

3.1 Geometry Discretisation

One of the first things that has to be done when wanting to create a numerical
method is choosing the grid. A computational grid can either be structured or
unstructured, and is either boundary fitted or non-boundary fitted (see figure
3.1). In a structured grid, the number of cell faces is the same for all grid cells

Figure 3.1: Illustration of an unstructured, boundary-fitted grid (left), a struc-
tured, boundary-fitted grid (middle) and a structured, non-boundary fitted
grid (Cartesian grid) (right). The flow domain is a circle.

and the number of cells surrounding each grid point is constant. If a grid does
not satisfy either of the above features it is called unstructured. A special case
of a structured grid is a so-called Cartesian grid (or orthogonal grid), where
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all the cell facets meet at right angles. For complex geometries, the generation
of an unstructured grid is relatively easy. However because the computational
cells of such a grid are not ordered and have different orientation and size,
bookkeeping is not a trivial task, especially when a free surface needs to be
tracked through the grid.
A computational grid is called boundary fitted if the boundary of the flow
domain coincides completely with the cell faces of the grid. In a non-boundary
fitted grid, some of the computational cells may be cut by the boundary of
the flow domain (cut cells). For arbitrary (complex shaped) flow domains,
the generation of a structured boundary fitted grid is extremely difficult and
time consuming, sometimes taking even longer than the flow simulation itself.
In this thesis, a Cartesian grid has been chosen because of two important
advantages: the computational time needed to generate a Cartesian grid is
negligible, and a lot of research has been done on tracking the free surface
on orthogonal grids (for references see [1]). However, as mentioned above, a
disadvantage of this grid is that in general the boundary of the flow domain is
not aligned with the cell faces. Hence, discretisation of the governing equations
and the boundary conditions needs special care on a Cartesian grid.

3.1.1 Apertures

Avoiding staircase-type geometries because of the Cartesian grid, the solid
boundary must be allowed to cut through the grid cells arbitrarily. In order
to recognise the flow domain, in every grid cell a volume aperture F b and edge
apertures Ax, Ay and Az are introduced, indicating the fraction of a cell and
cell face that is open for flow. Apart from these geometry apertures also a

y

x

F bδxδy

Ay
sδx

Ay
nδx

F sδxδy

Ax
eδy

Ax
wδy

Figure 3.2: Two dimensional illustration of the volume and edge apertures for
the geometry (left), and the volume aperture for the free surface (right).

free-surface aperture F s is introduced, indicating the fraction of a cell that is
actually filled with fluid. This aperture is also known as the volume-of-fluid or
VOF function. For a two-dimensional illustration of these apertures see figure
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3.2, where δx and δy denote the mesh size in x- and y-direction respectively.
The volume apertures for the geometry and free-surface are naturally related
by 0 ≤ F s ≤ F b ≤ 1.

3.1.2 Labeling

Making use of the apertures, every grid cell can be given a label. A distinction
is made between four different types of computational cells. First, all the
interior cells containing no fluid, i.e. F b > 0 and F s = 0, are labeled as
E(mpty) cells. Secondly, non empty cells (F s > 0) adjacent to E cells are
labeled as S(urface) cells, as they must contain part of the free surface. All
the remaining non-empty cells are called F(ull) cells. Finally, cells satisfying
F s = F b = 0 are called B(oundary) cells. Figure 3.3 shows an example of a

E E

E E E E E

E

E

B B B

S S S

S

FB F F F F

F

FFF

S

F

S

F

Figure 3.3: Two dimensional grid-cell labeling for an arbitrary geometry and
liquid configuration.

label configuration. Apart from the cells, also the cell face is labeled, based
on the two cell labels it belongs to. E.g. a cell face between an E and S cell is
called an ES cell face.

3.2 Discretisation of Liquid Model

In this section the discretisation of the continuity equation (2.3) and the
Navier-Stokes equations (2.4) is briefly discussed. The discrete difference oper-
ators for convection and diffusion are chosen in such a way that the symmetry
properties of the corresponding continuous differential operators are preserved.
Because in micro-gravity capillary forces tend to dominate, special attention
should be given to the reconstruction of the curvature of the free surface and
the contact angle. However, in this thesis the emphasis will not be on these
reconstructional methods. Hence for a more complete and detailed description
of the discretisations, it is recommended to see [1].
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3.2.1 Spatial Discretisation

For the spatial discretisation the velocities are staggered, while the pressure is
determined in cell centers. This means that a horizontal velocity is placed at a
vertical cell face and visa versa (see figure 3.4). Note that these velocities hold

x

y

vn

uw

vs

ue

Figure 3.4: Two dimensional computational cell with staggered velocities. The
shading represents solid body.

along the entire cell face. Furthermore, because the finite-volume method is
applied, control volumes (or conservation cells) are being used. For each of
these control volumes conservation of mass and conservation of momentum is
prescribed.

Continuity Equation

For the discretisation of the continuity equation, as a control volume V , the
(part of the) computation cell (open for flow) is being used (as in figure 3.4).
Now discrete conservation of mass implies that the sum of all the mass fluxes
through the boundary ∂V of the computational cell should vanish. For the
computational cell in figure 3.4 this results in

ueA
x
eδy + vnAy

nδx− uwAx
wδy − vsA

y
sδx = 0, (3.1)

where some notation of figure 3.2 is used, and the mass flux through the solid
boundary is taken to be zero. For a cell not containing any parts of the solid
body, equation (3.1) is identical to a second-order central discretisation of the
continuity equation (2.1).

Navier-Stokes Equations

Here the discretisation of the Navier-Stokes equations (2.4) is discussed. Only
the momentum equation in x-direction is considered. The process described
here can easily be extended in both the other two spatial directions. For the
discretisation of the momentum equations, not the computational cell, but
cells as illustrated in figure 3.5 are used as control volumes: for horizontal
velocities, two horizontally aligned computational cells are being used, such
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Figure 3.5: Control volume V (shaded area) of the horizontal velocity uc for
the discretisation of the momentum equation in x-direction.

that the control volume V consists of half of the left-hand (western) cell and
half of the right-hand (eastern) cell. For the construction of control volumes
when the solid body intersects at least one of these computational cells a
similar approach is used (see [1]). The volume apertures belonging to the
western and eastern cell are denoted by F b

w and F b
e respectively.

Time Derivative

The spatial discretisation of the time derivative in the Navier-Stokes equations
is obtained by use of the midpoint rule:

∫

V

∂u

∂t
dV

.
=

∂uc

∂t
F b

c δy(δxw + δxe)/2, (3.2)

in which F b
c δy(δxw+δxe)/2 denotes the total volume of V , and F b

c is the volume
aperture of V , i.e. F b

c = (F b
wδxwδy + F b

e δxeδy)/(δxwδy + δxeδy).

Convective Terms

As with the continuity equation, discretisation of the convective terms in x-
direction

∮

∂V

uu · ndS

makes use of the boundary ∂V consisting of a number of line segments. For
each of these line segments the mass flux is calculated (as in equation (3.1))
and multiplied by the horizontal velocity at the concerning segment. However,
in contrast with the discretisation of the continuity equation, here the non-
horizontal line segments do not coincide with cell faces. Hereto the horizontal
velocities at these segments are defined as the average of the two horizon-
tal velocities at the two adjacent (vertical) cell faces, resulting in an upwind
discretisation scheme. The same definition is being used for the mass fluxes
through these cell faces.
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Diffusive Terms

Discretisation of the diffusive terms

∮

∂V

∇u · n dS

is more complicated than the convective terms, because here also the derivative
of the horizontal velocity at the boundary of the control volume is needed.
Furthermore, the diffusive flux through the solid boundary need not be zero,
such that an averaging as used with the flux in the convective terms is no
longer possible. The general idea is to write the integrand as ∂u/∂n, which
again will be discretised for each line segment of the control volume. In this
discretisation uc and the characteristic horizontal velocity on the outside of
the concerning segment are being used, as well as the distance between these
two velocities. Furthermore, the line segments that coincide with the solid
boundary are treated separately, making use of mirrored control volumes.

Pressure Term

For the discretisation of the pressure term the same approach is being used
as for the convection and diffusion; the integrand is being evaluated at the
various line segments of ∂V . Furthermore, the pressure is not staggered but
determined in computational-cell centers, such that for line segments in the
left half of the control volume pw holds, and for line segments in the right half
pe. Therefore the discretisation in x-direction results in

∮

∂V

pnx dS
.
= (pe − pw)Ax

c δy, (3.3)

in which the factor −1/ρ has been omitted.

External Force

The discretisation of the final term in the Navier Stokes equations (2.4), i.e. a
contribution due to an acceleration F = (Fx, Fy , Fz)

T (due to external forces),
follows the same procedure as with the time derivative, i.e.

∫

V

Fx dS
.
= Fxc

F b
c δy(δxw + δxe)/2, (3.4)

in which F b
c δy(δxw + δxe)/2 again denotes the total volume of the concerning

control volume, and Fxc
is the value of Fx in this control volume. If the

external force consists only of gravity, i.e. for F = g, the integral in (3.4) can
be written as a boundary integral similar to the pressure term (3.3).
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3.2.2 Temporal Discretisation

For the time discretisation of the continuity equation (2.1) and the momentum
equations (2.2) the explicit forward Euler method is used, resulting in:

∇ · un+1 = 0,

un+1− un

∂t
+ (un · ∇)un = −

1

ρ
(∇pn+1 − (∇ · µ∇)un) + F n,

in which the superscript indicates the time level. Using the spatial discretisa-
tion discussed in the previous section, the discrete equations of conservation
of mass and momentum read

Mun+1

h = 0, (3.5a)

V
un+1

h − un
h

∂t
+ C(un

h)un
h = −

1

ρ
(−MT pn+1

h − µDun
h) + F n

h, (3.5b)

in which M,V, C and D are the coefficient matrices belonging to the discrete
continuity equation and the discrete time derivative, convective and diffusive
terms of the Navier Stokes equations, respectively (the equality P = −MT

is used here, where P denotes the coefficient matrix of the discrete pressure
term). Furthermore, uh and ph denote the vectors of all (discrete) velocities
and pressures.

3.2.3 Solution Method

In solving the system of equations (3.5), first equations (3.5b) are rearranged,
which gives

un+1

h = ũn
h + δtV−1 1

ρ
MT pn+1

h , (3.6)

in which the so called intermediate velocity field ũn
h is defined as:

ũn
h = un

h − δtV−1
(

C(un
h)un

h −
µ

ρ
Dun

h − F n
h

)

.

Now equation (3.6) is substituted in (3.5a), which leads to a Poisson equation
for the pressure pn+1

h :

MMT pn+1

h =
1

δt
ρVMũn

h. (3.7)

This equation is solved iteratively using a SOR method with automatically
adjusted relaxation parameter for optimal convergence behaviour. At the free
surface, the pressure p is found by p = p0 +σκ (see boundary condition (2.6)).
The pressure in the S cell containing the free surface is then computed by
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Figure 3.6: Extrapolation of the free-surface pressure to an S cell.

inter/extrapolation of the pressure at the free surface and the pressure pF at
the neighbouring F cell (see figure 3.6):

pS = ηp + (1− η)pF , η = h/d (3.8)

Once the pressure at the new time level is determined, it is then substituted
in equation (3.6) to obtain the new velocity field.

CFL-Criterium

In order to keep the computational time as low as possible, as well as for
stability reasons, the program possesses the option to choose between a fixed
or an adaptive time step, controlled by the cfl-parameter. If cfl = 0 the
time step is fixed, whereas for cfl = 1 the time step will be adapted using
the CFL-criteria defined by the cflmin- and cflmax-parameters. At the end
of every time cycle, the CFL-number is calculated as

CFL = max
i,j,k

(

|uijk|δt

δxi
+
|vijk|δt

δyj
+
|wijk|δt

δzk

)

,

where i, j and k denote the number of the computational cell in x-, y- and z-
direction respectively, and (uijk, vijk, wijk)

T denotes the velocity of the liquid
in the concerning computational cell. If the computed CFL-number exceeds
the value of cflmax, the time step will be halved. If the computed CFL-number
is smaller than cflmin for ten successive time steps, the time step will be
doubled. Furthermore, the maximum and minimum time step allowed during
the simulation are defined by the dtmax- and dtmin-parameter respectively.

3.3 Discretisation of Coupled Solid-Liquid Model

After the discretised equations for the liquid dynamics are solved at the new
time level, the model for the solid-body dynamics has to be discretised and
solved. In this section, the methods used to obtain the linear and angular
motion of the solid body at the new time level are presented.
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3.3.1 Alternative Solid-Body Model

As mentioned in section 2.3.2, direct discretisation of the model for the solid-
body motion (2.18) would result in a method that is not stable for arbitrary
liquid/solid ratios. Therefore the system is rewritten in such a way that instead
of the mass of the solid, the total mass, i.e the sum of the of solid-body mass
and the liquid mass, appears on the left-hand side of both the equation for
linear and angular momentum [1]

mq̇ + ω̇ × r̄ + ω × (ω × r̄) = −

∫

V

ρ

(

Du

Dt
+ 2ω×u− F

)

dV + msF , (3.9a)

mr̄× q̇+Iω̇+ω×Iω = −

∫

V

ρr×

(

Du

Dt
+ 2ω×u− F

)

dV +msr̄s×F . (3.9b)

In these equations m = ms +ml is the total mass, I = Is+I l is the moments-
of-inertia tensor of the coupled system, and r̄ = (msr̄s+mlr̄l)/m the center of
mass of the coupled system. It is now clear that solving the system iteratively
can be done in a stable manner, since the mass of the liquid (which appears
on the right-hand side of equations (3.9)) will always be smaller than the total
mass of the coupled system (on the left-hand side of (3.9)).

3.3.2 Discretised Equations

Now that the model for the solid-body dynamics is written in such a way that
discretisation will lead to a stable iterative method, discretisation of equa-
tions (3.9) is straightforward. Both the linear and angular accelerations are
discretised at the new time level, whereas the linear and angular velocities
are discretised at the old time level (again time levels are indicated by su-
perscripts). Since the model for the solid-body dynamics is applied after the
model for the liquid dynamics has been completed, all the liquid quantities
carry the superscript n + 1:

m
dq

dt

n+1

+
dω

dt

n+1

×mr̄n+1 = L
n (3.10a)

mr̄n+1 ×
dq

dt

n+1

+ In+1 dω

dt

n+1

= A
n (3.10b)

where

L
n = −mωn × qn − ωn × (ωn ×mr̄n+1)−

∫

V

ρU
n+1dV + msF

n+1,

A
n = −mr̄n+1×(ωn×qn)−ωn×In+1ωn−

∫

V

ρrn+1×U
n+1dV + msr̄s×F n+1.

In these equations Un+1 = Dun+1/Dt + 2ωn × un+1 − F n+1, and V denotes
the volume of the solid body (not depending on time). The integral terms in
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equations (3.10) are of the form
∫

V
ρϕn dV , and are discretised as

∫

V

ρϕn dV
.
=

∑

i,j,k

ρϕnF s
i,j,kδxiδyjδzk, (3.11)

where the summation is over all computational cells with associated free sur-
face apertures F s

i,j,k and volumes δxiδyjδzk.

3.3.3 Solution Method

In solving the linear system (3.10) for the solid-body motion, first the equations
are written in 6 × 6 matrix form. By using Gaussian elimination (without
divisions), the lower-left 3× 3 block is eliminated, whence a decoupled system
for dω/dt arises. From this 3 × 3 system, dω/dt is solved using Gaussian
elimination followed by backward substitution. Once dω/dt is known, the
solution for dq/dt can be found by using backward substitution in the initial
6× 6 system.
Furthermore, the linear and angular velocities of the solid body have to be
computed. Hereto the 6× 6 system in matrix form is written as

dy

dt
= g(t,y), y = (q,ω)T , (3.12)

which is integrated in time from level n to n + 1 using a fourth-order Runga
Kutta method.

3.4 Implementation Tests

As discussed in section 2.3, the velocities and accelerations used in the model
for the liquid and solid-body dynamics are with respect to a moving (body-
fixed) reference frame Oxyz. However, in order to properly examine the dy-
namics of the solid body, it is useful to express the solid-body motion in an
inertial reference frame O′x′y′z′. Hereto an option to visualize positions, ve-
locities and accelerations with respect to O′x′y′z′ as well as to Oxyz is created
(appendix A and B), using the relations

b′ = Rb, and b = R−1b′ = RT b′, (3.13)

in which the rotation matrix R describes the relative orientation of the two
systems, and b and b′ denote the values of an arbitrary quantity of motion of
the solid body with respect to Oxyz and O′x′y′z′ respectively.
This option, along with the prescribed-mode option described in section 2.4 is
tested by means of an example. Firstly however, the influence of the finrt-
parameter, which controls whether the (direction of the) virtual body force (f
in equation (2.17)) is expressed in an inertial reference frame (finrt = 1), or
in a moving reference frame (finrt = 0), is tested.
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3.4.1 Influence of the finrt-parameter

According to general perception, the finrt-parameter should be set to zero
for the purpose of this thesis. However, preliminary results suggested other-
wise. Therefore the influence of the finrt-parameter on the liquid motion
has been investigated further. Hereto, a number of simulations for which the
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Figure 3.7: Illustration of the 3-D motion of a partially filled rectangular
tank, rotated about the z-axis, after which accelerated along the (body-fixed)
x-axis. Above finrt is set to zero, below finrt= 1. Notice that above the
liquid motion is correct, whereas below it is not.

liquid motion could be predicted has been performed. After an analysis of the
results, adjustments where made (appendix A.2), resulting in more satisfac-
tory outcomes. In figure 3.7, the 3-D motion of a rectangular tank, partially
filled with fluid is illustrated. The tank is firstly rotated along the +z-axis
for 2 seconds (such that the x-axis is no longer aligned with the x′-axis), after
which it is accelerated along the +x-axis. Note that the x- and z-axis are with
respect to Oxyz, i.e. fixed to the tank. In the first simulation finrt is set to
1, in the second finrt = 0. The initial liquid position is at the +x-axis for
both simulations. Examining the liquid motion in figure 3.8, for finrt = 0,
the liquid is pushed towards the −x-axis, whereas for finrt = 1 the liquid is
pushed towards the −x′-axis. From this it is concluded that for the purpose
of this thesis, finrt should be zero (as expected).

3.4.2 Inertial and Body-Fixed Motion

Now that the correct value of the finrt-parameter is determined, the option to
convert between visualisation with respect to Oxyz and O′x′y′z′ is tested. For
demonstrating the visualisation of the solid-body motion with respect to both
reference frames, the same simulation as in section 3.4.1 has been performed.
In figure 3.8 the position of the geometric center of the tank is visualised in
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Figure 3.8: Location of the tanks geometric center with respect to the body-
fixed reference frame Oxyz (left) and the inertial reference frame O′x′y′z′

(right).

both the inertial and body-fixed coordinate system. As mentioned before,
because of the rotation about the z-axis, the x- and x′-axis are no longer
aligned when linear acceleration along the +x-axis commences. From figure
3.8 it can be deduced that after rotation, the +x-axis is almost aligned with
the +y′-axis.

3.4.3 Prescribed Motion: Back and Forth

To test the prescribed-mode option, a free-tumble simulation is performed,
of which the solid-body motion is written to a file. After the free-tumble
simulation, a prescribed simulation with the same initial liquid configuration
is started, using the solid-body motion of the free-tumble simulation as input.
As simulation, a flat-spin manoeuvre (as explained in chapter 5) has been used
with a rectangular tank. The initial liquid configuration is chosen in such a
way that a variation in all three components of the liquid center of mass is
insured. Now according to section 2.4, the liquid motion of both simulations
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Figure 3.9: Evolution of the components of the center of mass of the liquid,
for a free-tumble simulation and a prescribed simulation using the free-tumble
solid-body motion as input and an identical initial liquid position.
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Figure 3.10: Same as figure 3.9, but now for the main components of the
liquids moments-of-inertia tensor.

should coincide. To verify this, the components of the center of mass of the
liquid as well as the liquids moments-of-inertia tensor are visualised for both
simulations. Considering figures 3.9 and 3.10, the components of the centers of
mass of the liquid as well as those of the moments-of-inertia tensors coincide
almost perfectly for both simulations, which is consistent with the theory
presented in section 2.4.
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3.4.4 Coupled Moments of Inertia

To test the implementation of Steiners rule for computing the coupled solid-
liquid moments-of-inertia tensor, a free-tumble simulation has been performed
using a rectangular tank. The principal axes of the tank are chosen not to
coincide with its geometrical axes, and also the center of mass of the tank does
not correspond with its geometrical center. Figure 3.11 shows the transfer to
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Figure 3.11: Evolution of the angular velocity components of a rectangular
tank performing a free-tumble manoeuvre. At t=50, the transfer to steady
state is complete.

steady state. The final rotation vector is approximately (0.3539,−0.3742, 1.132)T ,
which according to section 2.2.2 should coincide with a principal axis of the
coupled solid-liquid system. Now because the moments-of-inertia tensor is ex-
pressed relative to the coupled-system center of mass, its eigenvectors should
correspond to the principal axes. The moments-of-inertia tensor of the coupled
system in steady state is given by





1.231 −0.4521 1.202
−0.4521 2.702 −0.8020

1.202 −0.8020 4.914



 ,

with corresponding eigenvectors





0.9581
0.1215
−0.2593



 ,





−0.0325
0.9459
0.3229



 and





0.2845
−0.3010

0.9102



 .

Normalising the final rotation vector results in a steady-state rotational di-
rection of (0.2846,−0.3009, 0.9102)T , which coincides nicely with the third
eigenvector of the moments-of-inertia tensor. Repetition of the above test
for several more simulations led to equally satisfactory results, such that the
implementation is concluded to be correct.



Chapter 4

Numerical Verification

This chapter deals with the verification of the numerical model as presented
in chapter 3. Because numerous characteristics of liquid behaviour in micro-
gravity environments are not yet known, the correctness of the mathematical
model presented in chapter 2 is not certain and will hopefully be validated
in the near future using SloshSat data. However, assuming the mathematical
model to be correct, a verification of its representation, i.e. the numerical
model, is of significant importance.

4.1 Artificial Viscosity and Viscous Time Scale

To suppress numerical oscillation of the solution and enhance the stability of
the time integration method, a (first-order) upwind-scheme is used for the spa-
tial discretisation of the convective terms of the Navier-Stokes equations (as
discussed in section 3.2.1). However, because of this upwind discretisation,
an additional diffusive term in the Navier Stokes equations appears. This
phenomenon is illustrated by considering the upwind discretisation of the con-
vective term u(∂u/∂x) (also see [9]):

u
uc − uw

δx
≡ u

ue − uw

2δx
−
|u| δx

2

ue − 2uc + uw

(δx)2
, (4.1)

in which u = (uc + uw)/2, and again the notation of figure 3.5 is used. As
equation (4.1) illustrates, upwind discretisation of u(∂u/∂x) equals central dis-
cretisation of u(∂u/∂x)−(|u| δx/2)(∂2u/∂x2). Therefore, instead of equations
(2.2), the actual Navier-Stokes equations that are being solved read

∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇)u = −

1

ρ

(

∇p−
(

(µI3 + ρνa)∇
)

· ∇u
)

+ F . (4.2)

Here, I3 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix, and νa = diag(|u| δx, |v| δy, |w| δz)/2
denotes the artificial viscosity tensor produced by the upwind discretisation
of the convective terms. From equations (4.2) it is deduced that the actual
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liquid viscosity used in simulations is expected to have an excessive magni-
tude of order |u| δx/2. This increase in viscosity will give rise to differences
in damping characteristics between simulation and experiment, for assuming
the artificial viscosity not to become too large, a higher value of the liquid
viscosity will imply more sluggish liquid movement and therefore larger nuta-
tion damping. Because simulation results are to be compared with SloshSat
experiment data, more insight in the influence of the liquid viscosity on the
damping time scale is required. Greenspan’s Theory of Rotating Fluids [2]

suggests a viscosity-time relation of t ∼
√

l2

|u|ν , hence implying a viscous time

scale of t ∼ 1√
ν

(l denotes the characteristic length of the object in which

the liquid is rotating and ν = µ/ρ denotes the kinematic liquid viscosity).
To test whether the suggested time scale is valid, simulations were performed
for different values of the kinematic liquid viscosity ν. Results are shown in
figure 4.1. As simulation a free-tumble manoeuvre is chosen using an initial
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Figure 4.1: Evolution of the angular velocity around the x-axis of the SloshSat
tank for different values of the liquid viscosity ν.

angular velocity of ω(0) = (0.3, 0, 0)T . However, instead of using a rectangu-
lar tank, here the geometry and inertial properties of the SloshSat system (as
described in section 5.1) are used. After performing the simulations, an esti-
mate for the magnitude of the artificial viscosity νa is obtained by determining
characteristic liquid velocities during simulations. Together with a grid size
of approximately 0.018, this resulted in 10−5 < |u| δx/2 < 10−4. Note that
because of differences in liquid velocities, also the artificial viscosity will vary
considerably throughout the SloshSat tank, and therefore the suggested value
for the artificial viscosity is considered to be a mean estimate. Nevertheless, it
is in line with figure 4.1, from which it is deduced that for ν ≤ 10−5 damping
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features are almost identical, implying that for these values of ν the artificial
viscosity νa dominates, whereas for ν > 10−5 damping characteristics start to
vary, yielding a more dominating liquid viscosity ν. Hence the above stated
approximation for the magnitude of the artificial viscosity is concluded to be
reasonable.
Further analysing figure 4.1, an indication of the viscous time scale is obtained
by comparing the solutions for ν = 10−4 and ν = 10−5. Relating the change in
viscosity to damping time, and assuming an exponential damping behaviour, a
decrease in viscosity by a factor 10 results in an increase in damping time by a
factor 1.33, approximately. Hence a viscosity-time relation of t ∼ ν−0.12 is ob-
tained, suggesting that here, Greenspan’s viscous time scale of t ∼ 1√

ν
is overly

pessimistic. In verifying the above suggested time scale using a different type
of simulation, figure 4.2 shows the results of a flat-spin manoeuvre, initially
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Figure 4.2: Same as figure 4.1, but now for a flat-spin manoeuvre.

rotating about the intermediate axis of inertia, and using liquid viscosities of
ν = 10−4 and ν = 5 × 10−5. Here, for a decrease in viscosity with factor 2 a
multiplication factor of approximately 1.09 in damping time is found, which
again yields a viscosity-time relation of t ∼ ν−0.12.

Now that a relation between liquid viscosity and damping time scale is found,
the damping features of the simulations can be related back to damping with
the correct liquid viscosity (assuming an estimate for the artificial viscosity is
known).

4.2 Grid-Refinement Study

To test the consistency of the numerical method, a grid-refinement study is
performed. The above simulation is repeated with a liquid viscosity of ν =
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10−6 on grids consisting of 30×20×20, 45×30×30, 60×40×40 and 75×50×50
computational cells. The ratio between the number of computational cells
in the different directions is chosen according to SloshSat tank dimensions
(see also section 5.1). The results are shown in figure 4.3 (for presentation
reasons only the angular velocity around the x-axis is considered). In order
to keep the computational time within acceptable limits, an adaptive time
step has been used, as will be the case for the actual simulations. However,
comparing the time outputs of the different simulations, the time steps used
in the different simulations turned out to be virtually identical, suggesting
practically no influence on the results caused by time-step differences. On the
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Figure 4.3: Evolution of the angular velocity around the x-axis of the SloshSat
tank for various grids (left), and an indication of the error in angular velocity
by subtracting the solutions on subsequent grids from each other (right).

right in figure 4.3, the solutions on subsequent grids are subtracted from each
other, giving an indication of the error of the numerical solution. Note that
the large size of the error, as well as the seemingly divergence behaviour of
the error in the solutions between the 75 × 50 × 50 and 60 × 40 × 40 grid
can be explained by the difference in phase and period between the solutions
on various grids. Also, because of the (small) differences in period of the
solutions, the phase differences are variable in time and therefore no further
improvement in error indication was gained by translating the solutions before
subtracting them.

4.3 Time-Step Analysis

As mentioned before, in order to keep computational time as low as possible,
the actual simulations will be performed using an adaptive time step. However,
for the verification of the numerical method a time-step analysis is conducted.
Therefore, firstly a number of simulations on a grid of 45× 30× 30 computa-
tional cells is performed using different global time steps. Furthermore, apart
from adjusting the global time step of the program, also an option exists to
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adjust the time step of the solid-body model, leaving the global time step un-
affected. So in addition to the global time-step analysis, also an analysis of
this solid-body model time step is performed.

4.3.1 Global Time Step

For the global time-step analysis, time steps of δt = 4 × 10−3, δt = 2 × 10−3

and δt = 1 × 10−3 have been used. As simulation a free-tumble manoeuvre
is chosen using an initial angular velocity of ω(0) = (0.3, 0, 0)T . Results are
shown in figure 4.4 (again only the x-component of the angular velocity is
considered). The right-hand figure shows that the error in angular velocity
decreases when the time step is reduced.
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Figure 4.4: Same as figure 4.3, but now for different time steps.

4.3.2 Time Step of the Solid-Body Model

To examine the influence of the size of the time step of the solid-body model,
in figure 4.5 the above simulation is repeated with a global time step of
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Figure 4.5: Same as figure 4.4, but now for different time steps of the solid-
body model.
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δt = 1 × 10−3, but with 2, 4 and 8 solid-body time steps per global time
step, resulting in solid-body model time steps of 5 × 10−4, 2.5 × 10−4 and
1.25 × 10−4, respectively. From the left-hand figure it appears that reducing
the time step of the solid-body model has little effect on the overall behaviour
of the tank, the solutions almost coincide. However, analysing the right-hand
figure, it is concluded that using half of the global time step as time step for
the solid-body model does reduce the error in angular velocity considerably.
Reducing the solid-body model time step further has seemingly no additional
positive effect.

Since the grid-refinement study and the time-step analysis revealed that the
solution method being used is consistent, it is now possible to continue with
the next chapter, i.e. defining the SloshSat experiments.



Chapter 5

SloshSat Experiments

In this chapter the actual experiments that are to be performed by the SloshSat
FLEVO spacecraft are discussed. Herewith the emphasis will be on that part
of the experiments that are to be defined by the RuG. Although an outline
of the experiment program already exists, and has been documented in the
SloshSat Experiment Definition Document (EDD) [12], the conditions of the
RuG experiments are to be defined in more detail by means of the simulations
presented in this chapter. A close collaboration with the Dutch National
Aerospace Laboratory NLR, which has created the computer program SMS
(SloshSat Motion Simulator) [10] to predict the general motion of SloshSat,
is maintained during this process. In this chapter, some ComFlo results
are compared to those of SMS, and also references to useful NLR-articles
are provided. However, first an introduction to SloshSat FLEVO is given,
discussing (among others) its main characteristics.

5.1 SloshSat Main Characteristics

SloshSat FLEVO is a small free-flying spacecraft, originally to be launched by
Space Shuttle from a HitchHiker-C, and recently modified to be ejected from

Figure 5.1: Mock-up of the SloshSat FLEVO experimental satellite.
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the Ariane 5 ECA launcher. It is primarily designed for the investigation of
forces exerted upon a manoeuvring spacecraft by liquid sloshing.

Figure 5.2: SloshSat FLEVO being mounted on the Ariane 5 ECA launcher
(left), and the Ariane 5 ECA at the launch zone (right).

SloshSat FLEVO is a 90-cm cube mini-satellite covered by solar cells and
fitted with 12 small nitrogen-gas thrusters. The spacecraft consists of a 95.63-
kg rigid part, containing a 87-litre cylindrical tank with hemispherical ends,
partially filled with 33.5 litres of de-ionised water. On the tank walls 270
sensors will measure the thickness of the water. Three fibre-optic gyroscopes
and six linear accelerometers will monitor the spacecraft motion. The water
quantity has been chosen in such a way that the ullage volume of the tank
cannot take the shape of a full sphere within the confines of the tank, so at all
times there will be a solid-liquid contact line. The water has been carefully
conditioned and has a surface tension of σ = 72 × 10−3 N/m. The inertial
properties of the dry SloshSat are given by

Is =





8.542 −0.065 0.136
−0.065 10.767 −0.198

0.136 −0.198 8.727



 , r̄s =





0.0208
−0.0016
−0.2201



 ,

in which the coordinate system Oxyz has its origin at the tanks geometric
center, and the notation of section 2.2 is used. The axes of the coordinate
system are in line with the geometric axes of the tank (see appendix C for an
illustration). Furthermore, the length of the cylindrical part of the SloshSat
tank equals its radius and that of the hemispherical ends, which is 0.228 m.

FACT Terminal and SloshSat Telemetry Visualisation

In order to maintain control of the SloshSat spacecraft, it is essential to closely
monitor and, if necessary, adjust the spacecrafts behaviour during experiments.
Hereto the FACT (Flight-demonstrator Advanced Crew Terminal) system has
been developed by Atos Origin and NLR [11]. It provides a data distribution
and operations support tool for the SloshSat FLEVO satellite telemetry. Part
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Figure 5.3: Display windows of the PI-unit. Top left the sensors for the
liquid distribution (white sensors indicate fluid), Top right the 3-D motion and
orientation, below the tanks overall status (including the velocity components).

of the FACT system is the PI-unit, which will enable the principal investiga-
tors to visualize the SloshSat telemetry live during experiments. Figure 5.3
shows the visualisation of SloshSat by the PI-unit. Being able to monitor the
SloshSat behaviour live will make it possible to directly react upon outcomes of
experiments and if necessary, make last minute adjustments to the experiment
program.

5.2 Surface Shape Predictions

In a micro-gravity environment, for SloshSat at rest, the shape of the liquid
surface will solely depend on capillary forces. However, when a rotation is
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being induced, inertial forces will start to reshape the liquid surface. Indicating
the relative importance of inertial forces compared to capillary forces, the
Weber number We has been introduced (see section 2.1.2). Expressed in the
quantities of relevance, here the Weber number can be calculated as We =
ρ|ω|2r3

σ
, in which r denotes the characteristic radius of the object in which the

liquid is rotating. For the SloshSat system this results in We ≈ 162|ω|2.
For low values of We, the surface shape is expected to be spherical, whereas
for high We the surface shape is expected to be cylindrical. The object of
the simulations in this section is to determine within which range of We the
transition between these two takes place. Therefore, for a number of values
of We, SloshSat has been rotated and the surface shape of the liquid has been

Figure 5.4: Front and side view of the SloshSat tank rotating about geometric
y-axis, foremost half omitted, for |ω| = 0 (top), |ω| = 0.1 (middle) and |ω| =
0.2 (bottom). Notice the differences in liquid position.
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Figure 5.4: (continued) Front and side view of the SloshSat tank rotating
about geometric y-axis, foremost half omitted, for |ω| = 0.25 (top), |ω| = 0.3
(middle) and |ω| = 0.5 (bottom).

studied. To obtain a clear view of the occurring surface shapes, the rotation
vector has been chosen parallel to the geometric y-axis of the SloshSat tank,
i.e. ω = (0, |ω|, 0)T . Furthermore, the initial liquid position is at the +z-axis
and the initial center of mass of the coupled system has been chosen as the
center of rotation. Figure 5.4 shows the final liquid configuration predicted by
ComFlo for |ω| = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3 and 0.5. The corresponding Weber
numbers are We = 0, We ≈ 1.6, 6.5, 10, 15 and 40. It is observed that
for We > 15, the inertial forces due to rotation are dominating the capillary
forces in such a degree that the liquid surface has become virtually cylindrical,
and no further changes occur. Therefore it is concluded that the transition
between the two surface shapes occurs for 5 < We < 15.
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5.3 Principal Axes of Inertia

Upon termination of control, a liquid-carrying spacecraft rotating about an
arbitrary axis will end up uniformly rotating in a state of minimum kinetic
energy. As discussed in section 2.2.2, a necessary condition for such a uniform
rotation states that the rotation axis must be aligned with a principle axis of
the system, i.e. an eigenvector of the system inertia tensor. For a rigid body,
two of these three orthogonal directions for the rotation axis, corresponding to
maximum and minimum moment of inertia, will give a stable rotation state.
However, in flowing liquid kinetic energy is dissipated by viscous effects and
the minimum axis rotation state becomes unstable. Hence, in steady state,
SloshSat will be rotating about the principal axis of maximum moment of in-
ertia. The transition from rotating about a system principle axis to rotating
about the axis with maximum moment of inertia is known as a flat-spin ma-
noeuvre, and will occupy the main part of the RuG experiments. Investigation
of these flat-spin manoeuvres requires precise knowledge of the SloshSat sys-
tem inertial properties. Because flowing liquid causes the inertial properties
of the SloshSat system to change, SloshSat inertial properties are evaluated
using ComFlo simulations. In particular, the directions of the three principle
axes of the SloshSat system are determined for different rotation rates.

5.3.1 Axis of Maximum Inertia

As mentioned above, only applying an initial rotation should result in SloshSat
ending up rotating about its axis of maximum moment of inertia. Therefore,
in determining the maximum moment-of-inertia axis of the SloshSat system,
free-tumble simulations have been used. Characteristic rotation rates for the
SloshSat spacecraft are in the range of 0.1 to 0.8 rad/sec, which corresponds
to 1-8 rpm approximately. Using an arbitrary direction for the initial an-
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Figure 5.5: Determining the axis with maximum inertia for angular rates of 2
and 3 rpm, using a first estimate as initial value. Left the x- and z-component,
right the y-component of the angular velocity of the SloshSat tank.
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gular velocity, preliminary simulations indicated a large settling time due to
nutation. Therefore, outcomes of a range of (non-settled) simulations using
different initial rotation vectors have been averaged to require a first estimate
for the maximum axis. Using this acquired estimate as an initial value, nuta-
tion is expected to be little and more precise estimates of the maximum axis
for different rates of rotation can be determined.
Figure 5.5 shows results of a free-tumble simulation using the direction of
this estimate, for initial rotation rates of approximately 2 and 3 rpm. For
t > 2000, the rotation is virtually uniform and the direction of the maximum
inertia axis is obtained. From figure 5.5 it is observed that without nutation,
still a considerable amount of damping occurs. In examining the behaviour
of this damping, a simulation for t ∈ [0, 10000] has been performed with a ro-
tation rate of approximately 8 rpm. Although damping will almost certainly
cause the rotation rate to converge to zero, from figure 5.6 it is concluded that
this is a slowly progressing process. Analysing figure 5.6 further, it is deduced
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Figure 5.6: Same as figure 5.5, but now for an initial angular rate of approxi-
mately 8 rpm, and a larger time interval.

that for t larger than approximately 500 seconds, the ratios between the three
components of the angular velocity remain constant. This suggests identical
relative damping in the three components.

When examining the direction of the steady state rotation vectors (table 5.1)

1 rpm 2 rpm 3 rpm 4 rpm 5 rpm 8 rpm

x-component -0.0264 -0.0300 -0.0280 -0.0280 -0.0282 -0.0280

y-component 0.9981 0.9978 0.9979 0.9979 0.9979 0.9979

z-component -0.0557 -0.0598 -0.0591 -0.0589 -0.0588 -0.0590

Table 5.1: Direction of axis with maximum moment of inertia for different
angular rates.
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for different angular rates, small differences in the components occur. An
explanation for this can be found when considering the liquid configurations.
As discussed in the previous section, for 5 < We < 15 the liquid surface is
being reshaped due to inertial forces. Therefore, also the components of the
moments-of-inertia tensor of the coupled system will be affected, resulting in a
changing set of eigenvectors (and corresponding principal axes) for 5 < We <
15. For We > 15 no further changes in liquid position occurred, which again
is consistent with table 5.1, from which it is deduced that for an angular rate
above 3 rpm, the direction of the steady-state rotation vector remains virtually
constant.

Ixx Iyy Izz Ixy Ixz Iyz

1 rpm 11.43 14.63 10.54 0.0597 -0.4185 0.2177

2 rpm 11.40 14.70 10.53 0.0780 -0.3662 0.2404

3 rpm 11.39 14.73 10.51 0.0731 -0.3532 0.2406

4 rpm 11.38 14.74 10.49 0.0738 -0.3502 0.2418

5 rpm 11.38 14.74 10.48 0.0748 -0.3496 0.2417

Table 5.2: Components of system inertia tensor about system center of mass
for rotation about the system stable principal axis with different rotation rates.

1 rpm 2 rpm 3 rpm 4 rpm 5 rpm

system x-component 0.0062 0.0099 0.0104 0.0111 0.0112
center y-component -0.0008 -0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000
of mass z-component -0.1428 -0.1421 -0.1420 -0.1413 -0.1415

liquid x-component -0.0362 -0.0217 -0.198 -0.0168 -0.0163
center y-component 0.0015 0.0051 0.0051 0.0047 0.0046
of mass z-component 0.0811 0.0831 0.0838 0.0843 0.0849

Table 5.3: Components of the system and liquid center of mass for rotation
about the system stable principal axis with different rotation rates.

The components of the moments-of-inertia tensors, as well as the locations of
the system and liquid center of mass, as predicted by ComFlo, are denoted
in tables 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. Note that the moments-of-inertia tensor
has components

I =





Ixx −Ixy −Ixz

−Ixy Iyy −Iyz

−Ixz −Iyz Izz



 ,

and is taken to be relative to the coupled system center of mass.

5.3.2 Axes of Intermediate Inertia

In determining the directions of the principal axes with intermediate and min-
imum inertia, a free-tumble motion as with the maximum axis will not be
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suitable, for the remaining two principal axes are both unstable. Therefore
an alternative method had to be created using the prescribed-mode option.
Keeping track of the system moments-of-inertia tensor and center of mass,
SloshSat was rotated about an estimate of the required axis. After the liquid
had taken its final position, i.e. was in rest, a new direction of the desired axis
could be computed using the systems inertia tensor. In doing this, an itera-
tion process is invoked which, using a reasonable first estimate and optional
relaxation, could converge. Using SMS data as estimates for the required axis
and the system center of mass, the above described method turned out to be
effective. Figure 5.7 shows the iteration process for determining the inter-
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Figure 5.7: Iteration process for determining the system intermediate axis.
Left the direction of the axis, right the location of the system center of mass.

mediate axis and corresponding system center of mass. Within 10 iterations
an accurate prediction of the intermediate axis of inertia and corresponding
system center of mass was found. No relaxation had to be used.
The iteration process was performed at a rotation rate of approximately 8
rpm. This because for a higher rotation rate, liquid is expected to settle more

rotation system center liquid center
axis of mass of mass

x-component 0.9102 -0.00717 -0.0863

y-component 0.0502 -0.00162 -0.00160

z-component 0.4111 -0.1405 0.0848

Table 5.4: Components of intermediate axis and location of corresponding
system and liquid center of mass.
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Ixx Iyy Izz Ixy Ixz Iyz

inertia tensor 11.58 14.18 10.05 0.0356 -0.8237 0.1935

Table 5.5: Components of system inertia tensor relative to the system center
of mass for rotation about the principal axis of intermediate inertia.

rapidly, and from table 5.1 it was concluded that the directions of the principle
axes will not differ much for angular rates above 3 rpm.
The direction of the intermediate axis, as well as the positions of the liquid
and system center of mass are denoted in table 5.4. Table 5.5 shows the
components of the systems moments-of-inertia tensor.

5.3.3 Axis of Minimum Inertia

To determine the principal axis with minimum inertia, the above procedure
was repeated. However in case of the minimum axis, the iteration method
failed. Several attempts using different initial directions for the rotation vector
and system center of mass have been made to achieve convergence. However,
even after applying relaxation, the method did not converge. Figure 5.8 shows
the evolution of the direction of the rotation vector during the iteration process
with and without relaxation.
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Figure 5.8: Iteration process for determining the system axis with minimum
inertia. Again a rotation rate of approximately 8 rpm has been used. Left the
direction of the rotation axis without relaxation, right a relaxation of ω = 0.1
is applied. The process does not converge.

When closer examining figure 5, the (non-)convergence behaviour can be ex-
plained as follows: Using a relaxation parameter (of 0.1), the x-component
of the new minimum inertia axis (computed using the inertia tensor) starts
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to alternate from iteration number 7 and on. This is caused by the iteration
process wanting to use the eigenvector of the inertia tensor with the largest
z-component. From iteration 7 and on, there are two eigenvectors with a z-
component of roughly the same magnitude, but with x-components different
in sign. The increase of the x-component of the relaxed rotation vector causes
the two eigenvectors to interchange (in magnitude of z-component), which
causes a sign change of the x-component of the eigenvector used in the itera-
tion process. This sign change causes the x-component of the relaxed rotation
vector to decrease, which in turn causes the two eigenvectors to interchange
again, and so on. On account of this unfortunate alternating of eigenvectors
with largest z-component, the relaxed rotation vector will never converge to
the unrelaxed one computed using the inertia tensor.
A more physical explanation for not being able to compute the direction of the
minimum axis might be found in the fact that for kinetic energy reasons the
minimum axis is most unstable, and therefore the most difficult to determine.

Nonetheless an estimate for the direction of the axis with minimum moment of
inertia is required for simulation reasons. Therefore the direction perpendicu-
lar to the directions of the two obtained principle axes is used as an estimate
for the minimum inertia axis . The corresponding system and liquid center
of mass are determined by iteration using the obtained minimum inertia axis
as rotation axis. Results are shown in table 5.6. The system inertia tensor is
denoted in table 5.7.

rotation system center liquid center
axis of mass of mass

x-component -0.4132 0.0300 0.0563

y-component 0.0421 -0.0025 -0.0051

z-component 0.9097 -0.1603 0.0104

Table 5.6: Estimated components of principal axis with minimum inertia and
corresponding system and liquid center of mass .

Ixx Iyy Izz Ixy Ixz Iyz

inertia tensor 10.68 13.82 10.69 0.0877 0.2670 0.1699

Table 5.7: Estimated components of the system inertia tensor relative to the
system center of mass for rotation about the system unstable minimum inertia
axis.

Finally it is noted that although for a rigid body the directions of the three
principal axes will be orthogonal, for a SloshSat in general, this will not be
true: Consider liquid configurations when rotating about the minimum and
maximum axis. These configurations will differ, and result in different inertia
tensors for the two rotation states. Therefore the directions of the three prin-
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ciple axes will differ, although of course for each rotation separately the three
directions will be orthogonal.

SMS Equilibria Predictions (NLR)

Now that the SloshSat equilibria are found using ComFlo, a comparison
can be made with SMS results obtained by the NLR. Because SMS uses a
more simplistic approach in simulating the liquid behaviour [10], initially 9
hydrostatic equilibria were found with SMS (see [13]). However, a number
of these equilibria had the center of mass of the liquid on the rotation axis,
causing SMS to (mis)interpret the states as equilibria. Also, for a number
of SMS equilibria, a negative normal force of the water on the tank wall was
recorded, again resulting in misinterpretation of the states as equilibria. After
eliminating the incorrect equilibria, the directions of the 3 remaining SloshSat
equilibria as predicted by the SMS simulation program are denoted in table
5.8.

maximum intermediate minimum

rotation x-component -0.0293 0.9745 -0.0334
axis y-component 0.9977 0.0420 -0.1177

z-component -0.0605 0.2205 0.9925

Table 5.8: Components of the three SloshSat principal axes as predicted by
SMS.

Comparing these results with those obtained with ComFlo, it is noted that
the direction of the axis with maximum inertia, i.e the stable rotation axis, is
almost identical for both simulation programs. For the axis with intermediate
inertia, the signs of the three components coincide, but the direction obtained
with SMS is closer to the geometric x-axis than that obtained with ComFlo.
Finally, there is a substantial difference between the directions of the axis with
minimum inertia for both simulation programs. However, it is reminded that
ComFlo was not able to determine the direction of this axis, and therefore
no realistic comparison can be made.

5.4 Flat-Spin Manoeuvres (MAX2INTs)

As discussed in section 5.3, the transition of a spacecraft from rotating about
an unstable principle axis to rotating about the axis with maximum inertia
is called a flat-spin manoeuvre. For the flat-spin manoeuvres included in the
SloshSat experiment program, an initial state has to be identified. Before com-
mencing the flat-spin manoeuvre, SloshSat is to be transferred from its steady
state to this initial state. Using the nitrogen-gas thrusters and the on-board
Reaction Control System (RCS), SloshSat will be stabilized around this initial
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state before control is terminated and the flat spin commences.
Because settling time of the liquid while SloshSat is in initial state, as well
as nitrogen-gas consumption, are highly dependent on the choice of the initial
state, an initial state for which nutation is expected to be limited during the
controlled transfer is favourable. Considering the two possible initial rota-
tion axes, for uniform rotation about the minimum inertia axis, most of the
liquid will be located at the +x- and −x-axis, whereas for uniform rotation
about both the maximum and intermediate axis of inertia, the liquid will be
positioned at the +z-axis. Therefore only little liquid movement is expected
during a transfer from steady state rotation to rotation about the intermediate
axis. As a result, the intermediate axis has been selected as initial rotation
axis for the flat-spin manoeuvres.

Figure 5.9: 3-D snapshots of the SloshSat tank performing a flat-spin manoeu-
vre. As initial rotation axis the geometric x-axis has been chosen. Notice the
steady state rotation about the maximum inertia axis (bottom three snap-
shots), which is almost parallel to the geometric y-axis.
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Figure 5.9 shows three-dimensional images of the SloshSat tank performing
a flat-spin manoeuvre, as predicted by ComFlo. Using the prescribed-mode
option (section 2.4), SloshSat is being rotated about its initial rotation axis
(allowing the liquid to settle), after which control is terminated and the flat-
spin manoeuvre commences. For presentation purposes, an option to visualize
a mock-up of the SloshSat frame in ComFlo simulations has been created,
and in order to identify the initial state more easily, as initial rotation axis the
geometric x-axis has been chosen.
Because the axis of intermediate inertia has been identified as the the initial
rotation axis for the flat-spin experiments, its classification as MAX2INT*# in the
Experiment Definition Document [12] is easily explained. The MAX2INT part
of the classification represents the control from rotation about the maximum
inertia axis to the intermediate inertia axis (after which control is terminated
and the actual flat-spin manoeuvre commences), and the * and # stand for
the sign and magnitude (in rpm) of the initial state rotation, respectively.

5.5 Flat Spins and Disturbances

Now that the direction of the initial rotation axis for the flat-spin manoeuvres
has been identified, before pinning down the initial state completely, a deeper
understanding in SloshSat behaviour under the occurrence of disturbances in
the rotation axis is required. Because the precision with which the RCS can
stabilize the rotation of SloshSat about the intermediate axis is not known in
advance, finding an initial state for which the path of the flat spin is fairly
insensitive to small disturbances is favourable. Also, applying a disturbance
in a certain direction in order to create such an insensitive path is posted
to be an option. To gain these insights, and thereby the best reproducible
flat-spin experiments, both the RuG and NLR have been performing flat-
spin simulations with small disturbances of different magnitudes in the initial
rotation vector, using ComFlo and SMS, respectively.
The disturbances are induced by rotating the initial spin vector away from
the intermediate axis in the direction of the maximum and/or minimum axis.
Herewith, an initial rotation rate of approximately 3 rpm (0.3 rad/sec), and a
settling time of 75 seconds has been used.

5.5.1 Negative and Positive Spin

Firstly, the magnitude of the disturbances in the rotation vector is fixed to
5%, implying 5% of the magnitude of the original rotation rate is added to
the initial rotation vector in the direction of the disturbance, after which the
new rotation vector is scaled back to the magnitude of the original rotation
vector. The disturbances are induced to a uniform positive and negative ro-
tation about the intermediate axis of inertia, and directly after inducing the
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disturbances, control has been terminated. Therefore it is noted that the liq-
uid has not had time to react upon the disturbance, i.e. settle around the new
rotation axis, before the flat spin commences. Denoting the stable time of a
flat-spin manoeuvre as the time needed for the transfer from initial rotation to
steady state, figure 5.10 shows an indication of the stable times of a MAX2INT+3

and MAX2INT-3 with induced disturbances. The angles give the directions
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Figure 5.10: Stable time (in seconds) for uniform rotation about the interme-
diate axis of inertia for positive and negative initial spin. The magnitude of
the disturbances equals 5%, initial rotation rate is approximately 3 rpm. The
angles give the directions of the disturbances to the initial spin. 0◦ is along
the maximum axis, 90◦ along the minimum axis.

of the disturbances to the initial (uniform) spin, 0◦ is along the maximum
inertia axis, 90◦ along the minimum inertia axis (note that the principal axes
as predicted by ComFlo are being used). Notice the line-symmetry around
the 0◦-axis between positive and negative initial spin. As a measure for the
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Figure 5.11: Evolution of angular-velocity components of SloshSat performing
a flat-spin manoeuvre, initially rotating uniformly about intermediate moment
of inertia axis for positive initial spin. Angular rate is approximately 3 rpm.
At t = 75 disturbances of 5% magnitude are induced in the initial spin, after
which control is terminated.

stable time, the first occasion on which the x-component of the rotation vector
becomes zero has been used. Why this criterium for the stable time can be
chosen, is clarified by figure 5.11, which illustrates that the path with which
SloshSat transfers to the steady state is (nearly) indifferent to the induced
disturbances (for a flat spin with negative initial spin, the angular-velocity
components show the same characteristics). The influence of the disturbances
on the flat-spin manoeuvre is restricted to a delay of the transition to the
steady state and a distinction between a positive or negative steady state ro-
tation. For flat-spin manoeuvres resulting in a steady-state rotation with the
same sign, the disturbances do not induce a change of path.
An interesting observation is that for the numerous disturbances to positive
and negative initial rotation, changing the sign of the initial rotation vector
does not necessarily imply a change of sign in the steady state rotation. E.g.
for disturbances of 20◦, 60◦ and 300◦, SloshSat should end up in a positive
steady state rotation independent of the sign of the initial rotation.
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The location of the sign changes that occur are denoted in table 5.9. Remark

positive to negative negative to positive

positive initial spin 75− 80◦ 220− 230◦

negative initial spin 130 − 140◦ 260− 290◦

Table 5.9: Direction of disturbances between which the transition from positive
to negative (counter clockwise) steady state spin and visa versa is being made,
for positive and negative initial rotation. Magnitude of the disturbances equals
5%.

that for positive initial spin, the final steady state rotation turns out to be
negative more often than for negative initial spin, and that from table 5.9
together with figure 5.10, it is concluded that for the directions of the distur-
bances for which the transitions between positive and negative steady state
spin are being made, a peak occurs in the stable time (which can physically
be explained by SloshSat not being able to choose which direction it wants to
take).

SMS Disturbance Predictions (NLR)

As mentioned above, the NLR has also made predictions about the behaviour
of the flat-spin manoeuvres under the occurrence of disturbances in the rota-
tion vector [14]. Figure 5.12 shows the influence of the disturbances to the
flat-spin manoeuvres stable time as predicted by SMS. Because an other cri-
terium for the stable time has been used for the SMS simulations, as well as

Figure 5.12: As figure 5.10, but for an initial rotation rate of approximately 4
rpm, and computed with SMS. The +s represent positive initial spin, the �s
negative initial spin.
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a different initial rotation rate (approximately 4 rpm), no quantitative com-
parison can be made with figure 5.10. However, considering the shape of the
plots and their mutual positioning, the results obtained by SMS do show sim-
ilarities with those obtained by ComFlo: as in figure 5.10, figure 5.12 shows
line-symmetry between positive and negative initial spin (approximately in
the 90◦-axis), and for both the SMS and ComFlo simulations, at each plot
two peaks in the stable time appear, and it is established that also for the
SMS simulations, the sign of the steady-state rotation vector changes while
crossing these peaks. Furthermore, the overall shape of the plots in figure 5.10
and figure 5.12 shows close resemblance.
Although figure 5.10 and figure 5.12 show close resemblance, the location of
the peaks in stable time do not correspond at all. Looking for a reproducible
flat-spin experiment insensitive to disturbances, disturbances near the peaks
should be avoided. Using ComFlo results, this implies that for a positive
initial spin, disturbances in the range of 60− 90◦ and 210− 240◦ could cause
differences between simulation and experiment, whereas according to SMS, the
210− 240◦ range is one of the most insensitive to disturbances, and therefore
one of the most desirable.
Additional simulations show that for both ComFlo and SMS [14], the posi-
tions of the peaks remain virtually unchanged for rotation rates other than 4
rpm.

5.5.2 Magnitude of Disturbance

In enlarging the magnitude of the disturbances to 15% and 30%, their influ-
ence on the flat-spin behaviour is further examined. Results for the stable time
are shown in figure 5.13. For comparison reasons, the stable time criterium
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Figure 5.13: Same as figure 5.10, but now the magnitudes of the disturbances
equal 15% (left) and 30% (right).
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used in the previous section has been preserved.
Note that in contrast with the 5% disturbances, here the angle between the
two peaks in stable time is approximately 180◦, implying a more symmetric
behaviour. Also the line-symmetry in the 0◦-axis between positive and nega-
tive initial spin is preserved, as well as the occurrence of a maximum in stable
time when a transition from positive to negative steady-state spin (or visa
versa) takes place. For larger disturbances, the difference between maximum
and minimum stable time increases (i.e. the figures become ’more flat’), indi-
cating a growing dependence on the direction of the disturbance.

positive to negative negative to positive

15% positive initial spin 60− 70◦ 230 − 240◦

negative initial spin 120− 140◦ 290 − 300◦

30% positive initial spin 60− 100◦ 220 − 240◦

negative initial spin 120− 140◦, 340− 20◦ 20− 60◦, 260 − 300◦

Table 5.10: Same as table 5.9, but now for disturbances of 15% and 30%.

The directions of the disturbances between which a sign change in final rotation
occurs are denoted in table 5.10. Note that a third and fourth sign change
occur for a negative initial spin with disturbances of 30%, and for at least
one of these additional sign changes, also an additional peak in stable time
appears. The possible occurrence of an additional peak in stable time for the
sign change at 340 − 20◦ disturbance is not investigated further.
Considering figure 5.14, for a 30% disturbance, the paths of the various flat-
spin manoeuvres show more differences than just the translation found for the
5% disturbances. Furthermore, for flat-spin manoeuvres resulting in a steady
state rotation with the same sign, nutation frequencies are predicted to be
virtually identical, for the positions of the angular-velocity components with
respect to each other do not change in time. Figure 5.15, where a zoomed in
version of figure 5.14 (bottom) is shown, illustrates this phenomenon: although
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Figure 5.14: Same as figure 5.10, but now for a negative initial spin and
disturbances of 30% magnitude.

differences between the flat-spin paths to steady state are noticeable for the
140◦ and 220◦ disturbances, their mutual position is (virtually) unchanged. A
similar conclusion can be made for the flat-spins with 60◦ and 300◦ disturbance
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Figure 5.15: Zoomed in version of figure 5.14. For the flat spins with 60◦ and
300◦ disturbance, the mutual position of the angular velocity does not change.
The same holds for the flat spins with 140◦ and 220◦ disturbance.
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in initial rotation axis (resulting in a positive steady state rotation). The
mutual positions of the flat-spin manoeuvres resulting in negative and positive
steady state do differ, and in this particular case it turns out that the tanks
period of oscillation towards positive steady state spin (60◦, 300◦) is larger
than towards negative steady state spin (140◦ and 220◦). This effect might by
caused by the anti-symmetry in the inertial properties of the system, causing
the liquid to travel a larger distance from intermediate to positive steady-state
rotation than from intermediate to negative steady-state spin, or visa versa.

5.5.3 Disturbance in Initial Liquid Position

In addition to disturbances in rotation axis, disturbances in the liquid posi-
tion at the time of release can also be of influence to the flat-spin behaviour.
To study this influence, an arbitrary flat-spin manoeuvre from the previous
section is repeated for a number of different liquid locations at the time of
termination of control. For this purpose, first the location of the liquid center
of mass during the prescribed motion around the intermediate axis is studied
(figure 5.16).
Examining figure 5.16, the largest difference between liquid locations is ex-
pected between t ≈ 10 and t ≈ 25. Terminating control after 10 and 25
seconds of prescribed rotation is therefore most likely to result in two sim-
ulations with largest difference in flat-spin behaviour due to the influence of
liquid location. To verify this, figure 5.17 shows three-dimensional images of
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Figure 5.16: Evolution of the liquid center of mass during the prescribed
motion around the intermediate axis (settling period). The initial rotation is
chosen positive, with a 15% disturbance under an angle of 60◦. The largest
difference in liquid position is predicted between t ≈ 10 and t ≈ 25.

the liquid configurations at the time of release for both simulations. There is
a noticeable difference in the position of the liquid, and therefore an influence
of the liquid on the path of both flat-spin manoeuvres is to be expected.
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Figure 5.17: View of SloshSat tank at time of release from prescribed rotation
about the intermediate axis. On the left at t = 10 control is terminated, on
the right at t = 25.

In figure 5.18 the evolution of the tank’s angular velocity is visualised for
termination of control after 10, 25 and 75 seconds of prescribed motion. For
comparison reasons, the components of the tank’s angular velocity for the sim-
ulations with 10 and 25 seconds of prescribed motion are translated 65 and 50
seconds respectively, such that the point of termination of control coincides
for all three simulations.
As with the disturbances in initial rotation axis, the disturbances in liquid
configuration again appear to have only a small influence in path from initial
to steady state spin. However, from figure 5.18 it is abstracted that in ad-
dition to a slight difference in paths of the three flat-spin manoeuvres, also
the nutation frequency of the flat-spin manoeuvre with a 10 second settling
time deviates from that of the other two flat spins. This phenomenon corre-
sponds to the notion of liquid travelling-distance having an influence on the
period of oscillation, which already was suggested in section 5.5.2. However,
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Figure 5.18: Evolution of angular-velocity components of SloshSat performing
a flat-spin manoeuvre. To obtain differences in liquid position, in addition to
t = 75, control has also been terminated at t = 10 and t = 25, on which the
positions of the liquid center of mass differ the most (also see figure 5.16).

the changes in the tanks oscillation frequency are not of such a degree that a
complete settling of the liquid is required before control can be terminated.

5.5.4 MAX2INT Experiment Program

The above simulations have indicated that disturbances in the initial rotation
axis can have a distinct influence on the flat-spin behaviour. Although the
disturbances only induce a small change in the overall path of the flat-spin
manoeuvres that result in a steady-state rotation with the same sign, the sign
of the steady-state rotation appears to be highly dependent on the direction
of the disturbance. In wanting to create a reproducible experiment, the occur-
rence of a sign change in steady-state rotation is highly undesirable. Therefore
it is decided to induce a disturbance to SloshSat during the time of release
of the flat-spin manoeuvre. Inducing an appropriate disturbance in the ro-
tation axis can create a path less dependent on additional disturbances, as
well as have a positive influence on the stable time of the flat-spin manoeuvre.
However, as discussed in section 5.5.1, the proper direction of the disturbance
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can become not unambiguous because of disagreement between ComFlo and
SMS results. If possible, a direction will be chosen for which both ComFlo

and SMS predict an insensitive path of the flat-spin manoeuvre. If necessary,
considering SMS simplifications, ComFlo results are preferred over those ob-
tained with SMS.

From figures 5.10 and 5.12 it is concluded that the disturbance directions with
the smallest stable time also result in the most insensitive manoeuvres. For a
range of directions for which the stable time is predicted to be minimal, the
angular-velocity components of the SloshSat tank as predicted by ComFlo

have been examined for various magnitudes of the disturbance. By this, the
directions of the disturbances for which the behaviour of the flat-spin manoeu-
vres is least affected by inaccuracies in the magnitude of the disturbance can
be selected. Figure 5.19 shows the x- and y-component of a MAX2INT+3 with
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Figure 5.19: As figure 5.14, for the x- and y-component, but now the distur-
bance direction is fixed, and the magnitude is varied .

a 140◦ disturbance, for disturbance magnitudes of 5, 15 and 30%. Apart from
the expected translations in time, only small differences occur in the overall
flat-spin behaviour, and the sign of the final spin is unaffected by the changes
in disturbance magnitude.
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The flat-spin experiment program as defined by the RuG is denoted in table
5.11. The specific operations during each experiment cycle are recorded in se-
quential MANIFESTs [12], and each cycle will include two flat-spin manoeuvres.
All flat-spin experiments are performed with a disturbance magnitude of 5%.

MANIFEST1 MANIFEST2

MAX2INT+4 MAX2INT+3 MAX2INT+3 MAX2INT-3

disturbance 5%, 140◦ 5%, 140◦ 5%, 340◦ 5%, 340◦

initial x 0.9102 0.9102 0.9102 -0.9102

rotation y 0.0502 0.0502 0.0502 -0.0502

axis z 0.4111 0.4111 0.4111 -0.4111

disturbed x 0.8969 0.8969 0.9148 -0.9033

rotation y 0.0133 0.0133 0.0962 -0.0040

axis z 0.4421 0.4421 0.3923 -0.4289

expected final spin negative negative positive positive

Table 5.11: MAX2INT experiment program. MANIFEST1 and MANIFEST2 denote
the first and second experiment cyclus, respectively.

To investigate the influence of the magnitude of the initial rotation on the
behaviour of the flat-spin manoeuvre, two identical manoeuvres with different
initial rotation rates are selected for the first experiment cyclus (MANIFEST1).
Their final rotation is expected to be negative.
During the second experiment cyclus (MANIFEST2), to test ComFlo predic-
tions on the sign of the steady-state rotation, two flat-spin manoeuvres are
chosen for which ComFlo has predicted equal sign in steady-state rotation,
even though the initial rotations have opposite sign and their induced distur-
bances are identical. For these two experiments, the magnitude of the initial
rotation rate is of no crucial importance, and may therefore differ from the 3
rpm denoted in table 5.11 (depending on the final rotation rate of the preced-
ing experiment).

It is noted that the final state of the experiment prior to the flat-spin ma-
noeuvre was also considered in defining the MAX2INT experiment program.
However, NLR results have indicated virtually no dependence of nitrogen-gas
consumption on the final state of the preceding experiment during the transfer
manoeuvre to rotation about the intermediate axis [18]. Therefore the flat-
spin manoeuvres could be defined without considering the final state of the
preceding experiment.
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5.6 Nutation Avoidance Manoeuvres (NAMs)

Apart from the so-called large-scale motions as the flat-spin manoeuvres,
SloshSat will also perform a range of small-motion experiments. One section
of these small-motion experiments will envolve attitude changing manoeuvres
at stable equilibrium. The object of these so-called Nutation Avoidance Ma-
noeuvres is to move the rotation vector of the spacecraft without incurring
nutation. A practical example of these NAMs can be found in the redirection of
an observational satellite.
Figure 5.20 shows a typical NAM67 manoeuvre as predicted by ComFlo (the
6 and 7 represent the numbers of the thrusters used for control (see appendix
C)). SloshSat is initially rotating stably about its axis of maximum inertia
with an angular rate of approximately 3 rpm. The control during the ma-
noeuvre is summarised by an infliction of three consecutive thruster actions
in the −x-direction, specially designed to cancel liquid slosh.
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Figure 5.20: Evolution of angular-velocity components of SloshSat performing
a NAM manoeuvre. SloshSat is initially rotationg about its stable axis with
approximately 3 rpm. Control consists of three consecutive thruster actions
in the −x-direction (at t ≈ 200, 221 and 244), designed to cancel liquid slosh.

Although the NAM experiments will primarily concern ESA ESTEC investiga-
tors [16], they will also offer a great ComFlo validation tool, and are therefore
studied in more detail by the RuG. Herewith, the emphasis will be on SloshSat
eigenfrequency predictions. Using existing formulas for the eigenfrequency of
a rectangular tank subject to gravity conditions on earth [4], estimates of the
SloshSat eigenfrequencies can be obtained analytically for different rotation
rates [17]. In using these formulas, the gravity constant has been replaced by
the centrifugal force acting as artificial gravity upon the liquid.
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An extensive NLR study of the NAM manoeuvres using SMS is found in [19],
and an outline of the NAM experiments, as well as the exact duration of the
thruster bursts and time between consecutive bursts, for different angular rates
and ratios between the nutation and spin frequency, can be found in [16]. An
extensive study of the NAM manoeuvres as predicted by ComFlo (Luppes,
RuG) has not yet been documented.

5.7 Liquid Transfer Manoeuvres (LTMs)

Without gravitational force to keep liquid down, in space fuel will not naturally
flow from the fuel-reservoir to the propulsion system of a spacecraft. Therefore,
manoeuvres have to be created to transfer the fuel of a spacecraft from one
end of the fuel-reservoir to the other. Such manoeuvres are not without risk,
for applying too much thrust will result in fuel rebounding from the reservoir
wall, and may even cause a (temporarily) loss of control of the spacecraft due
to sloshing liquid.
To obtain a better understanding of liquid behaviour during these manoeuvres,
so-called Liquid Transfer Manoeuvres (LTMs) are introduced as part of the
SloshSat experiment program. As the flatspin manoeuvres, the LTMs are part
of the large-scale motion experiments, involving travel of the liquid across the
full extent of the tank, and are primarily studied by NASA.
In order for the liquid transfer to be a succes, a precise control is necessary.
Therefore the NLR has performed a range of simulations using SMS to predict
the correct amount of thrust during the LTM manoeuvre [15], [20], [21].
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Figure 5.21: Evolution of linear-velocity components of SloshSat performing
a LTM manoeuvre. SloshSat is initially at zero rotation rate, liquid is initially
at the −x-axis.

Figure 5.21 shows the linear-velocity components of SloshSat during an NLR
defined LTM manoeuvre, simulated by ComFlo. Initial conditions have Slosh-
Sat at zero rotation rate, with the liquid positioned at the −x-axis. At t = 50
the manoeuvre commences by accelerating SloshSat in the +x-direction for 52
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Figure 5.22: 2-D cross-sections of the SloshSat tank and liquid position during
an LTM manoeuvre. t = 102, 106, 109 (above, left to right), 115, 120, 140 (below,
left to right). The manoeuvre is unsuccesful, as the induced acceleration is
not able to overcome capillary forces.

seconds, using an acceleration of 2.5 × 10−3 m/s2. At t = 102, acceleration
is terminated for 4 seconds, after which SloshSat is decelerated during a pe-
riod of 3 seconds with 5.0 × 10−3 m/s2 (twice the acceleration rate). Control
is terminated completely at t = 109, after which the transfer of the liquid
should take place. However, from figure 5.22 is it concluded that according to
ComFlo, this particular LTM manoeuvre will not be succesful, as the induced
accelerations are too small to overcome capillary forces, and the liquid remains
at −x-axis, i.e. the left-hand side of the tank.
To determine the acceleration rate for which transfer of the liquid does take
place, the above manoeuvre is repeated, enlarging the acceleration and de-
celeration by a factor three. Results are shown in figure 5.23. According
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Figure 5.23: As figure 5.22, but for a three-times enlarged acceleration and
deceleration rate. For these values, the manoeuvre is partially succesful, as
part of the liquid has travelled from the −x- to the +x-axis.
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to ComFlo, for an acceleration and deceleration of 7.5 × 10−3 m/s2 and
1.5× 10−2 m/s2 respectively, the manoeuvre turns out to be partially succes-
ful, as part of the liquid has travelled from the −x- to the +x-axis.
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Figure 5.24: As figure 5.22, but for a ten-times enlarged acceleration and
deceleration rate. t = 102, 106, 110, 111, 112, 115, 116, 118, 120, 121, 122, 140
(left to right, top to bottom). The manoeuvre is again partially succesful.

To further illustrate the accuracy with which the acceleration and decelaration
during the LTM manoeuvre have to be chosen, the above manoeuvre is again
repeated, using an acceleration and decelaration of 2.5 × 10−2 m/s2 and 5 ×
10−2 m/s2, respectively. Results are shown in figure 5.24. It turns out that for
these values of the acceleration and deceleration, the liquid rebounces from the
tank wall and travels back across the tank in a geyser-like fashion. Apart from
a possible loss of control due to this geyser behaviour, the transfer manoeuvre
is again partially succesful, as the main part of the liquid has travelled from
the −x- to the +x-axis.
Enlarging the acceleration and deceleration rate even further resulted in an
even stronger geyser behaviour, which will be highly undesirable for control
reasons.
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5.8 Preliminary Comparison with SloshSat Experi-
ment Results

On February 12th 2005, during the study presented in this thesis, SloshSat
FLEVO was put into orbit by the Ariane 5 ECA launcher. At 22.03 CET,
from Europe’s Spaceport in French Guiana, Ariane flight 164 had successfully
reached lift-off, and 31 minutes later SloshSat was ejected into its geostation-
ary transfer orbit (GTO) by the ESA developed ESAJECT-system. Another
half hour later, first contact with SloshSat FLEVO was established by the
groundstation at Perth, Australia, and at midday Sunday the 13th, the Slosh-
Sat experiment program was initiated.

Although SloshSat’s post-flight analysis is still in process, a first comparison
between ComFlo simulation and SloshSat experiment results can be given. In
figure 5.25, the evolution of the angular-velocity components of the SloshSat
tank performing a flat-spin manoeuvre are illustrated, for simulation and ex-
periment. The exact flat-spin manoeuvre executed is a MAX2MIN+2. At t = 0,
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Figure 5.25: Evolution of the angular-velocity components of SloshSat FLEVO
performing a MAX2MIN+2, for simulation and experiment. At t = 0, control is
initiated, at t ≈ 10, control is terminated.

SloshSat was rotated positively about the (estimate of the) axis with minimum
inertia, with a rotation rate of approximately 2 rpm. SloshSat was stabilized
about this axis for about 10 seconds, after which control was terminated and
the transition to steady state commenced. The figure shows promising results,
as the actual overall motion of the SloshSat tank during experiment clearly
bears close resemblance with the simulation result. Oscillation frequencies of
the SloshSat tank coincide nicely for experiment and simulation, and also the
higher oscillation frequency and constant succession of a large oscillation by a
smaller one in the y-component of the angular velocity during experiment (the
result of sloshing liquid pounding the tank wall) is in remarkable agreement
with simulation.
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It is noted that the above MAX2MIN manoeuvre was added to the experiment
program during the actual execution of the flat-spin manoeuvres by SloshSat,
after the FACT-system had indicated a problem with the control algorithm
for stabilisation about the intermediate axis of inertia.

After the control problem for stabilisation about the intermediate axis of iner-
tia was resolved, a MAX2INT+3 manoeuvre was performed. Results are shown
in figure 5.26, for both experiment and simulation. It is noted that during
this manoeuvre, a complete stabilisation of SloshSat around the intermediate
axis was not established before control was terminated. Therefore liquid had
not had time to settle during the controlled rotation, and tank frequencies
deviate from the frequencies obtained during the simulation of the flat-spin
manoeuvres as discussed in sections 5.4 and 5.5. However, re-calculation of the
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Figure 5.26: As figure 5.26, but now for a MAX2INT+3. At t = 0 control is
initiated, at t ≈ 4, control is terminated.
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manoeuvre with ComFlo again results in large resemblance in oscillation fre-
quencies, and also the secondary frequency in the y-component due to pound-
ing liquid is present in both experiment and simulation. Furthermore, from
figure 5.26 it is deduced that, as expected, the level of damping in ComFlo

simulations is excessively high. The viscous time scale obtained in section 4.1,
together with a multiplication factor of approximately 3 in damping time (de-
duced from figure 5.26), would result in an artificial viscosity of approximately
9000 times the actual liquid viscosity. Therefore it is concluded that besides
the occurrence of artificial viscosity due to the upwind spatial discretisation,
the contact-line model used in ComFlo also introduces excessive damping of
the coupled solid-liquid system. According to [8], a static contact-angle model
as used in ComFlo results in liquid oscillating for far too long. Therefore,
it is concluded that less liquid damping results in more coupled solid-liquid
system damping, and visa versa. This is substantiated by the fact that for a
solid spacecraft, i.e. an infinite liquid damping, the solid-liquid system is not
being damped at all.



Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

In this thesis, the preparation of the SloshSat experiments is discussed. Hereto
a number of modifications were made to the RuG developed simulation pro-
gram ComFlo, in order to produce accurate predictions of the interaction
between the SloshSat FLEVO spacecraft and the onboard liquid. Hereafter,
the experiments to be executed by SloshSat FLEVO were studied in more de-
tail. In particular, an outline of the RuG proposed SloshSat experiments was
created.

The modifications to ComFlo included an extension of the prescribed-mode
option, such that the overall motion of the SloshSat spacecraft can be read in
by ComFlo. As a result, the differences in liquid behaviour between simula-
tion and experiment can be studied in more detail, as the overall spacecraft
motion will be identical. Furthermore, adjustments have been made to the
free-tumble mode, such that linear and angular motion could be simulated
simultaneously. The computation of a number of coupled solid-liquid system
quantities was implemented in order to determine the SloshSat equilibria, and
post-processing was altered in order to visualize the overall SloshSat motion
with respect to an inertial reference frame, and visualize the newly computed
system quantities.
From a number of tests, it was concluded that the modifications were imple-
mented successfully, and that the computational model was consistent.

After the modifications to ComFlo were made, an outline of the RuG pro-
posed experiments was created. Hereto, the so-called flat-spin manoeuvres
were extensively studied, determining the most favourable initial conditions
under which they should be performed by SloshSat FLEVO. During this pro-
cess, a close collaboration was maintained with the Dutch National Aerospace
Laboratory NLR, which has created the computer program SMS to predict the
general motion of SloshSat. Even though the SMS simulation program is a
highly simplified representation of the SloshSat system, and does not provide
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information about the liquid distribution across the SloshSat tank, comparison
between ComFlo and SMS simulation results showed large similarities in the
dependency of the overall flat-spin behaviour on disturbances in the direction
of the initial rotation vector. However, also a number of important differences
between SMS and ComFlo simulation results occurred in the smaller-scaled
behaviour. Pre-calculation of a number of ESA-ESTEC and NASA proposed
experiments with both ComFlo and SMS again lead to some contradicting
results, as according to ComFlo, the induced accelerations in the NASA
proposed experiments will not be large enough to overcome capillary forces.
Apart from SMS simplifications, the first-order upwind-scheme used by Com-

Flo for the spatial discretisation of the Navier-Stokes equations can be held
responsible for these differences, as it results in higher values for the liquid vis-
cosity, and therefore relatively large damping compared to SMS simulations.
However, because damping of liquid motion as observed in micro-gravity is
often inexplicably larger than assumed, reducing these discretisation effects
before SloshSat validation, was not required. In stead, a viscous time scale
was obtained using ComFlo, such that damping characteristics of the simu-
lations could be related back to damping with the correct value of the viscosity.

Finally, a preliminary comparison could be made between ComFlo predic-
tions and actual SloshSat results, as SloshSat FLEVO was put into orbit by
the new Ariane 5 ECA launcher during the preparation of this thesis. Sum-
marized, it is concluded that:

• ComFlo simulations suffer from too much damping. This phenomenon
can be explained by:

– additional diffusion (read: viscosity) due to the upwind discretisa-
tion,

– contact-line modelling: ComFlo uses a static contact angle, which
according to recent drop tower experiments does not fit the physics.

The influence of the additional diffusion is clearly understood and studied
in section 4.1. However, the influence of the contact-line model is not
completely clear. A dynamic contact angle, dependent on the contact
line velocity, is better fitting and involves a much higher level of damping
of liquid motion. The influence of this decrease in liquid motion on the
motion of the spacecraft remains uncertain, although first experiment
results yield that the system is behaving more like a solid, and therefore
is damped less.

• The nutation frequencies of the SloshSat tank coincide almost perfectly
with those predicted by ComFlo, implying also a correct prediction of
the liquid nutation frequencies.
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• The direction of the systems axis with maximum inertia, i.e the stable
equilibrium, coincides with ComFlo predictions.

• The occurrence of a secondary oscillation frequency (very possibly due
to sloshing liquid pounding the tank wall) in the y-component of the
angular velocity during flat-spin manoeuvres is in remarkable agreement
with ComFlo predictions.
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Adaptations to ComFlo

A.1 Common Blocks

The following common blocks were altered/added:

INERTIAL

Variables: INTQ_INRT, QT_INRT, DQDT_INRT,

INTOME_INRT, OMET_INRT, DOMEDT_INRT

Description: Common block added to register the linear and angular velocity,
acceleration and position of the SloshSat tank with respect to an (input-file
defined) initial reference frame. Used in subroutine TUMBLE, BDYFRC.

INTERPOL

Variables: XVEL_INT, XACC_INT

Description: Common block added to register the interpolated values of the
linear and angular velocity, acceleration and position of the SloshSat tank in
prescribed mode (tumble=0). Used in subroutine BDYFRC.

MEASURE

Variables: KMS_MAX, T_MS, XVEL_MS, XACC_MS

Description: Common block added to register the prescribed values of the lin-
ear and angular velocity and acceleration of the SloshSat tank in prescribed
mode (tumble=0). Used in subroutines BDYFRC, SETPAR.
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COMMOI

Added variables: SYSCOMX, SYSCOMY, SYSCOMZ, SYSMOIXX, SYSMOIYY,

SYSMOIZZ, SYSMOIXY, SYSMOIXZ, SYSMOIYZ

Description: The components of the moments-of-inertia tensor and center of
mass of the system are added to this common block, and are being calculated
in the subroutines COM and MOI.

A.2 Set Up and Subroutines

In the set up, an additional TUMBLE(1) call was added to write tank motion
data to the files tank.dat and tank_inrt.dat at T = 0.

The following subroutines were altered/added:

BDYFRC

Added: If tumble = 0, the prescribed values of the linear and angular velocity
and acceleration from the common block MEASURE are interpolated to fit the
current time step of the program. Furthermore the location and orientation of
the SloshSat tank are calculated using the forward Euler method. Hereto, first
the linear and angular velocity are expressed in the inertial reference frame by
calling the subroutine TOINRT. After the Euler integration, the location and
orientation are calculated with respect to the body-fixed reference frame using
the new subroutine TOBDYFXD.

COM

Added: The center of mass of the system is being calculated and written to
the file comsys.dat.

MOI

Added: The moments-of-inertia tensor of the system is being calculated (using
Steiners rule) and written to the file moisys.dat.

SETPAR

Altered: NTTANK = 0 statement is removed such that SloshSat tank data will
be written to the files tank inrt.dat and tank.dat also in prescribed mode
(tumble = 0). Replacement of NRTANK = 1 by NRTANK = 0 due to the addi-
tional TUMBLE(1) call in MAIN at T = 0.

Added: Initialisation of INTQ INRT due to the forward Euler integration in the
subroutine TUMBLE. Reading in data from the prescribed data files t ms.in,
xvel ms.in and xacc ms.in when tumble=0.
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SURDEF

Altered: Absolute value signs are removed in order to create asymmetrical
initial liquid positions.

TOBDYFXD

Added: New subroutine added to express the SloshSat motion quantities from
the inertial reference frame to the body-fixed reference frame.

TRAFOS

Altered: Translations calculated in the subroutine BDYFRC are being used also
in prescribed mode (tumble = 0). FINRT=1 statement is corrected to FINRT=0

(also see section 3.4.1).

TUMBLE

Altered: Forward Euler integration for calculating the location and orientation
of the SloshSat tank is corrected; an additional call to the subroutine TOINRT

is made before integration. The location and orientation are expressed with
respect to the body-fixed reference frame using the new subroutine TOBDYFXD.
Statements removed such that linear and angular motion can be simulated
simultaneously.

Added: In addition to writing the SloshSat tank data with respect to the body-
fixed reference frame to the file tank.dat, also the tank data with respect to
the inertial reference frame is written to a new file called tank_inrt.dat,
also in precribed mode (due to an adaptation to subroutine SETPAR). Hereto
a number of calls are made to the subroutines TOINRT and TOBDYFXD.
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Appendix B

Adaptations to
Post-Processing

B.1 Body-Fixed and Inertial Motion

In order to visualize the motion of the SloshSat tank with respect to both
the inertial and body-fixed reference frame, post-processing has been altered.
An option is created to switch between reference frames during visualisation.
Hereto an additional button is created in the post-processing submenu ’tank

motion’, by changing the post-processing file ’tank.m’ and reading in both
tank.dat and tank_inrt.dat. The original and new version of the ’tank

motion’ window is illustrated in figure B.1.

Figure B.1: Old (left) and new (right) version of the ’tank motion’ window.
Notice the change in buttons (circled).
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B.2 Liquid and System Quantities

In addition to the SloshSat tank motion, also the systems moments-of-inertia
components and center of mass have been calculated, and need to be visualised.
Hereto the ’center of mass’ and ’moment of inertia’ submenus are pro-
vided with additional buttons to switch between liquid and system quantities.
The corresponding post-processing files that were altered are ’com.m’ and
’moi.m’. Figure B.2 and B.3 show the original and new ’center of mass’
and ’moment of inertia’ windows.

Figure B.2: Old (left) and new (right) version of the ’center of mass’
window.

Figure B.3: Old (left) and new (right) version of the ’moment of inertia’
window.



Appendix C

SloshSat Thruster and
Coordinate-System Locations

C.1 Location of Body-Fixed Reference Frame

The reference frame used to express the dry SloshSat inertial properties in
(section 5.1), has its origin O at the tanks geometric center, and its axes in
line with the geometric axes of the SloshSat tank. Figure C.1 illustrates the
position of this body-fixed reference frame Oxyz.
It is noted that, although the location of the origin O of Oxyz can be altered
using the input file comflo.in, the axes of Oxyz will remain in line with the
tanks geometrical axes.

x-axis

O

y-axis z-axis

Figure C.1: Mock-up of the SloshSat FLEVO satellite. Illustrated is the
location of the Oxyz reference frame.
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C.2 Thruster Location and Induced Motion

The locations of the 12 nitrogen-gas thrusters are illustrated in figure C.2.
The thrusters have been numbered to identify them more easily during classi-
fication of SloshSat manoeuvres.

(3)

(6)

(5)

(2)

(4)

(8)

(7)

(11)

(9)

(1)

(10)

(12)

Figure C.2: Mock-up of the SloshSat FLEVO satellite. The locations of the
12 nitrogen-gas thrusters are illustrated (thrusters 1, 7 and 11 are not visible).

The specific thruster-pair induced motions are denoted in table C.1. As an
example, the thruster pair 6-7 will induce a negative rotation of the SloshSat
tank around the x-axis, explaining the NAM67 classification of the nutation
avoidance manoeuvre illustrated in figure 5.20.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
X1 X2 X3 X4 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4

x 	(+) X X

�(−) X X
→(+) X X
←(−) X X

y 	(+) X X

�(−) X X
→(+) X X
←(−) X X

z 	(+) X X

�(−) X X
→(+) X X
←(−) X X

Table C.1: Thruster-pair induced tank motion.
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